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ABSTRACT 
i 
The mineralogy of underclay samples ac.-ross the .state of 
Pennsylvania was studied to determine: :a) the presence of_: 
regional trends; b) the temperature of formation indicated 
by the µnde·rclay minerals, . and c) the. correlation of the 
•. 
·un9~,rc}ay mineralogy with th:e t~Illperatur:e·s indicated.- by the 
:c·.o·a·l .. ,rqp.k .. 
·:s:.a:mpl.es of tinde·rclays wer·e c·olle.c.t:e_d a.::t: eight :loca.1-
:tt-i.e-~·: irt P·e'nn:sy1vania which re·presented a :range in: rattk of 
:coal. f·r·qrn. '11ig.h volatile .bituminous to :anthr:a,cit.e. T,he 
un.:de:rc.lJ1y· -~:aropl·es- we.r·e analyzed using x-ra·y ·dif:fr:a.cti·o·n ,. 
·d:Lff·er-ent-,ia.:1. :t:be.rmal .at1a.lysis, scanning ele_c,tr.011 tnicr·o-sco._1>y,-: 
an:d x---ray fluor-escence·. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . to determine· ·the mineralogy and 
·~·omp·ositi.on:, as wel-1 ·as the- G:r·ys·t·arl:l:o.graphy and na:·ture of 
the ;s:pecifi.c clay m.iner·a.l.':S. 
. . 
'T,he mineralog_y :o.f: -t:h·e- ·underclays: ·was f·oun·d to be 
. . . 
Pyrite was present 
it1 $-om.e samples, and pyr.ophyllite and ammon.ium illite were 
foun.d in the anth.r::a .. c·it:e: samples. Chio .. r .. ite .. , ve.rmi·cJ1:lite, and 
e·~panding-layer· c:1.ays we·re not foµrr:4~ .. 
Two ·reg:i.on,al tre:nds 'that ccju~1-d be related to increa-s·ed-
.. 
t·emperature in t·he :anthracite region in:clude: the change of 
the illite polytypism from IM .and 2M1 in the bituminous 
region to enti~ely 2M1 in the anthracite region,· and. the 
presence ·.of ammonium illit~ and pyrophyllite in .the anthra-
cite· r:egion underclays. Ammonium illite is formed by a 
- 1 -
,, 
'! 
~.: 
... 
l 
substitut.ion of ammonium for potassium in the illi.te struc-
ture, and can be identified from the x-ray diffraction 
patterns. The presence of ammonium illite is related to the 
organic _mc,1turit;y of the sediments and acts as. a· geothermal 
indicator. 
Oth:~r. r:¢g:L.o;r1a·1 qh-anges :incltfde-: a change. in the domi-
'fic:3.nt clay mineral fr·om -kaol·:inite: in ,th·e bi·tuiitinou~i region to 
illite in th~ an·t.ht""acite· ,r.egion :a.ti.cl :che·:ttlical. -t:rendS· shown by 
~ 
·the x-~q.y f.luorescepc·e res.tflts.. These chemical trends 
.i:rt.c ltlde . . . . . . . . 1.ncre&.se irt ·-the and a 
·d.ecrease in. the a.:_1-umtnum ·trom the bitum:inou:s· to the anthra-· 
.. t 
·c.i __ : ·.e regio.n .. scann.fn:g . Elle·c:t.ron ·nti._c.rog·raphs the 
• . F,-
bitumin:o.us and .anth:rrac··it.e ·under.c·l.a.ys :s:how~d sim.i .. la.r mor,p:h:ol .. o~ 
_g·i.es. 
Th:e:.s:e a.nal:y·se.s. sh:owed ·tha,t the, temp.er.ature o.f f.o;rma.ti-on 
f.0:r th.e-: b-:·i·tum·inou.s ·region is 100 .. 0 c .-· 2,oo:·0 c' .and: the tempera-· 
The .. se 
temp.erat11r·e:s: ccYrre·-·.I:a:·t·e with the temperatu·re.s: ne .. c,e.:ssar···y fo.r 
·t.·he. .formation. of the a.s·soci:ated coal rank. 
tetI1p·er.atu.res of the an thr:aci·te . , .. " . -, r,e·g.1.on: 
was· ·a-c·tive- ··-: ••.• . in eastern. P:ennsyl vania, •. ·Th.e-
·arithraci,te, regJ.o·n ·was: ·af·.f:ected b·y· th-= p.roxim:i. ty to the. 
hig-h~·r temp.er'atures, but t:.h.e, region was not affected struc~ 
The bituminous coa.1 was 
- .... - .·.·.·· ' 
formed outside of the 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
s·.t:at·emeitt :o.f ·the '.Problem 
~.. . 
Pennsylvania coals range from: hi,gh: vo·latile bitumino·us 
in the western· reg:i9n of the state, to anthracite in the, 
-.east; thus· :ir:ep:resenting a -rang·e: in. metamorphic condi.t-ion. 
J 
De:pth- o.f btir·ia·1,. t.empe·ra·tur-e, c.-c,mpo,s.1.tion, time, an.d po:st-
. . 
·de:po~-i.t .. ion:al :te:=c·ton::i.c ev.ents cont·ributed to this range. :o.£:··· 
·these ·usual ·par.ame·t.ers= of metamorphism, the duration: ·of 
·¢ievat¢d: be·at a:ttd./or ·p·r·essure is especi:all.y importartt· -t·o 
change$ in tJ1e o.,:rg:anic matter. Because of t:h:e tj~~e dep-en~ 
:de.nc~ o:f ot·gartic metamorphism, there m_a_)t ·b.e -a a:.iif:_fer.e.nce 
~b.et·w~eri the l_evel of :met·amo·rphism indica.t-ed by th.e o-rg·:an·i:c 
ma.tt·er·, and the level- ctf metamo-rphi.~m i-rt:dicated l:>.y :t·he 
a:·s·-sociated minerals. This study concen.t_rat-ed .on ident·_i.f.yip.-g 
a.n·d characteriz.ing the metamorphic- ch:ang·e::s of the a:.$SOe.i·a·tecl 
Coal .. lS f·o.rmed t:hro·ugh a gr ad-ual consol~-d~tion and . ·. '' .. •. . ·, .-- .. ; .. •, . 
,c,ompa~ti.ort. of :p.ea.t. ·de_p·os its that ·ac·cumu.l.a.t·e f·rom abundant 
plant .g.rowt·h •. The term underclay i·s= a. ,s:,pe;c·if .. ic term to 
and 
related _.to t:he formation of :th.e c.oal. :c·onttnonl_y, undercla·ys 
.. 
-a·re nonbedded, deformed, slick·enside-·d, .~an:d contain p_l .. an·.t 
.. . 
:r:ootS/,,and carbonace-OUS matter. 
,; 
- 3. -
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•• 
Underclays are directly associated with both the coal 
formation and the coal seams, and therefqre are subjected to 
the sam.e depositional history as the coal. In this study 
the mineralogy and composition of underclays were determined 
and related to changes in the rank of coal. Because infor-
mation relating to the coalification proces.s can be inferred 
from the clay characteristics, the underclays serve as an I . 
indicator of the metamorphism for the coal regions. 
Approach to Problem 
I·n eight. localities multiple samples of underclays were 
collected. The localities represented different r~nks of 
coal with the lowest rank being high volatile bituminous, 
and the highest rank being anthracite. The underclays were 
analyzed 
analysis 
• using x-ray diffraction, differential thermal 
(DTA), • scanning electron • microscopy, and x-ray 
fluorescence to determine the mineralogy and composition of 
the underclays and the crystallography and nature of the 
specific clay minerals . The results were analyzed for 
regional trends that could be related to coal rank. 
,-~·· --
I... 
- 4 -
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DESCRIPTION OF COALS 
Rank is a measure of the degree of coalification, or 
metamorphism in coal. Changes in coal properties with 
i·ncreasing rank include: increased. fixed carbon, decrea:a~rd:· 
volatile ·content, decreased moisture, increased heat;: value,· .. 
·1 
and increased vitrini·t:e .reflectance. Table 1 shows the 
changes in some of. the: p:r9perties, and the definitions of 
each .r::an·k.. Thi.:S s::tu.dy .ct~ht:.ered on ~n:o/e:tc.l·a::ys from colt.I :c,:f 
:th·e· fol.lowing rarik.s:·: a.n:thracite, semi--art.thraci.te·, :.1.-ow vo·i-~ 
:bi tumin·ous··. 
. . . . . . . . . . - . ' me_d .. ium volatile 
/·: 
~- . .5 -
.. 
I 
~ 
I 
CLASS 
--~---gEQ~E--------------
I. ANTHRACITE 
1 . Meta-anthracite 
2. Anthracite 
3. Semi-anthracite 
I.I. BITUMINOUS 
1. Low-vol. Bit. Coal 
2. Med-vol. Bit. Coal 
3. High-vol. A Bit. 
4. High-vol. B Bit. 
5. High-vol. C Bit. 
TABLE 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF SOME COALS 
FIXED CARBON 
. 1 
__ !!!_E~E£~~f __ 
Equal or 
Greater Less 
than: than: 
98 --
92 98 
86 92 
78 86 
69 78 
--
69 
-- --
-- --
VOLATILE MATTER 
. 1 
__ ;~-E~E£~!!f __ _ 
, Equal or 
Greater Less 
than: than: 
-- 2 
2 8 
8 14 
14 22 
22 31 
31 --
-- --
-- --
,. 
I 
-~~ 
CALORIFIC VALUE 
!~-~!~-E~E-!~.:.: 
Equal or 
Greater Less 
than: than: 
-- --
-- --
-- --
-- --
-- --
14,000 --
13,000 14,000 
11,500 13,000 
10,500 11,500 
1Dry, mineral-matter-free basis. , 
• 
2Moist, mineral-matter-free b~sis: moist refers to coal containing its natural 
inherent moisture but not including visible water on the surface of coal. 
Modified from American ~ociety for Testing Materials (1974). • 
I 
/ .•.. _ 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Teichmuller and Teichmuller ( 1966, 1968) r.-~port geolog- . 
ical causes of coal if ication with particul.a:r· emphasis on 
3 
coal_s. in Ger·many. They concl.ude that eleva.ted temperature 
is .m.1.1c·h more important in determining coal rank than time .or--
_pr.:e~.sure_.. T·itne becomes important o_nly ·in conne.ction with 
t:he- duration, o.f th·e: elevated temperature. Because the 
• requires devolatilizatio~, pressure 
·ma:y a-ct-u,a:l_:l._y in-hib:_i:t' chemica.l. chart.ges. Howeve:r:, pr~--$St1r:~ 
p.romo,t·e.s_: the p:hysic·:al :and stru:cttiral c.J:ia-ng~$ ·dut·:ing t·he 
c.oal.i:f·ic:_,atio,n ·:pro·ces-s·- . 
. Da.mb:e:rger :(1974)' st-Ud'_ie-d the coalifica:t.ion. ·p.,at:te-th.s, in-
. ,I 
-the e.ast·e.rn Unit·ed: Sta.te.s· .. 
. p,att.ern~, o:£ d.ecre·a·sing rank to the north, and in:cr:easing 
f .._. - .... -
:t·-a/rik to t:h.e east. .f··r·ont I11··inois- to Pennsylvania, could be. 
However, he: 
'e·xp·laine·d s.o:_l.e:1-y by dep·th o-f b.urial. The-:s.-e .areas: must ha\re 
:b,e·en af.fected by hig·her· temperatures. .'Orte of the·s·e ·r:egions 
·±s: t·he. arr:t:hr·a.c-i_t"fl :at~c;t of Pennsylvania where in some local-
:i:.ti.es· young·e-r coals. ,have higher rank than o·l·de:r coals. 
Dambe-.rger suggests that a geothermal anomaly, which c,o:in:cid·--
. 
:e.d with the large-scale · fault $ystems, existed during the 
late Paleozoic at the :t.i.me- o·:f the opening of the North 
Atlantic. This anomaly c::.at1 ·b.e extended northward from Long 
i 
,_ 7 -
., 
. . 
~.· 
1. 
<Qt 
.. !:s.:Land Sound to exp.lain the meta-anthracite regions in Rhode 
Island, and southwestward to explain the high rank areas in 
the anthracite region. 
O'Neill, et. al. (1965, 19.:7.9) and ~oover, et:·· .a:L.~: 
( 1·971) report on the shale·s and ,c:l.ay:s of different:· ar.e~$; bf 
Pennsylvania. These .r~potts sample lo:cat·.io:n·S. . . ·, .. . . . . . ' 
d . . escr1pt:1on.s., chemic·al: a.na·:lys.es and fusion char·acteristics. 
for 4.0 :s·:ampl-~s of :un·d·etclays. Chemical d.at·a f'or the under· ... 
... ... 
c·.l·ay samples wa.$, :'t·a.ken from these g·.e:o:·1.9.gi:c:al reports and 
plotted by lo.e·a...:tion. Obviou.s tren:ds: wer·e not appa01:-·e.n_t.... Un~ 
.. fortunate·lyt ·no samples wet~· z:r·o:111. t'he: anthracite .. re.g·ion. 
P·ax .. ton: (·1983) studie.d the g:ta:genesis of sand.s~t·ones: .an<! 
.mu:.dro.cl<s· :in t:he coa,l .. reg:i·.o.·ns a..cros:s t·he northern ·p.art of th.e· 
state· of :P:en:n.s.ylvap..i:ca·. He fotind ,t:ha-t sandstone porosi.ty 
varies litt.e~rl.y wit,h. fixed carbon, ·a:nd ·conc:.1'1de:cl: that buri.a1 
depth i$ the .·p:r·:i.ma:ry cause for :d.iff~re:tlce:s i.·n .th·~ :po:ro·s.ity . 
. H·e.. con,c.l.ud,e.·4 '·tha:t ;bu:ria .. l :de:pt.hs r:·artged: :fr:om:. 4 to 5 km. tn 
the bi.tuminous £:Lel.d,. a:n·d 7 ·to 9 .:km.: .in ·the n:ort:he):n ·a.n,t·h.r·.a·-
9.-.. i·t1~ field. Bit$e·d on :.a· ,g.eothertnal g·'r,:-~d·J.ent o,f· 3;Q:.o· .. c/krn, :t·h.i·s· 
c··or·responds ;to ·a b·ur.i.al temperature. o.:£: :130°Ci in the hi,g;h. 
vc,Iatil:e. ·bit.umi..nous f'i:eld:s and 240·
0 0 in the n·orthe::r:n ·anth:r.a-.-
Paxton a_ls:o·· f:oun:ci. ·ammon.ililll ii.lite· :.iti organic-rich rock·:s: 
:o·f: the semi·-.artt.h·J:\:tcite. a:nd anthracite regions. He states 
tb.crt. c$;mmo:nium.. i,l·l·f t·e .may· ·.indicate a ·p·articular thermal 
- 8 -
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regime and may be used as a thermal index mineral. Pyro-
phyllite was found in rocks in the anthracite field that are 
rich in quartz and kaolinite, and poor in organics. 
~ Srodofi and Eberl (1985) review the characteristics of 
illite mineral.ogy. They found that many ''illitic'' minerals 
are actually an interlayering of illite and smectite. These 
mixed-layer minerals will expand when exposed to ethylen~ 
glycol.· The expansion causes changes, such as peak broaden-
ing, of the x-ray diffraction patterns. They describe a 
method to determine if expandable layers are present based 
\ 
on the magnitude of the effects of glycolation on the x-ray 
diffraction pattern . ~-J 
.,,. 
Srodofi and Eberl also describe the polytypes of illite 
and their occurrences. Polytypes represent shifts, along 
the z axis, of the arrangement of stacking the tetrahedral 
sheets in micas. If the crystal is trioctahedral, there are 
only six ideal polytypes. Illite is dioctahedral and occurs 
naturally in the following four polytypes: IM - one layer 
monoclinic, 2M1 - two layer monoclinic (120° angles), 3T -
three layer trigonal, and, rarely, 2M2 - two layer mono-
clinic (60° angles). There is also a disordered polytype of 
illite called !Md. 'Srodofi and Eberl state that the lMd 
polytype may actually b~ a mixture of illite and il-
lite/smectite layering. They found a progression from lMd -
lM - 2M1 with increasing hydrothermal temperature and time. 
- 9 -
., 
I· 
' 
· Rimmer and Eberl (1982) studied underclays from the 
I 
Pennsylvanian age Herrin No. 6 coal seam in Illinois and 
found that the underclays had undergone in situ alteration. 
They found that as depth below the coal increased, ( 1) the 
percentage of expandable illite/smectite layers decreased, 
(2) ordered illite/smectite layers increased with respect to 
the discl.rder~d layers, (3) dj.:scr.e:'t.e illite _increas.e·d,. .and.: 
.:'·, 
( 4) calcite. and ch-1.·ori,.te incre.ased. · They attribute thes·e 
trends to dowrtw.atd. lec:1cll.in1~ of pot·assium by acidic waters. 
--~-
:I 
( 
.. 
.~ 
( 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
. , Pennsylvania is located at the northern part of the 
Appalachian geosyncline, a depositional basin that, duri·ng 
- the Pennsylvanian Period, extended southeast from southern 
New York to Alabama. During the Carboniferous Period, the 
Appalachian geosyncline was bounded to the east ·and south-
east by an orogenic mountain range which was formed along 
the margin of the North American and the African plates. 
The basin was bounded to the north by the North American 
era ton and the Taconic highlands, to the west by lower 
uplands in Ohio, and to the southwest by marine deposits 
(Wanless, 1974). During the Pennsylvanian Period, New York 
and Pennsylvania were just south of the equator, and trop-
ical fauna and flora flourished (Edmunds, et. al., 1979). 
The northeastern United States were affected by three 
periods of mountain-building. The Taconic orogeny in the 
Late Ordovician Period uplifted areas of New York state and 
eastern Pennsylvania, so that the Appalachian geosyncline 
was closed to the northeast (Edmunds, et. al., 1979). The 
Acadian orogeny, which occurred during the Middle to Late 
Devonian Period, provided the sediment source for the Cat-
skill delta. The third mountain building event, the Alle-
ghenian orogeny, occurred sporadically throughout the 
Pennsylvanian Period, but culminated in massive faulting and 
complex folding in eastern Pennsylvania during the Permian 
- 11 -
Period. The end of the Alleghenian orogeny essentially 
marked the end of the Appalachian geosyncline as a deposi-
.t·ional basin (Edmunds, et. al., 1979). 
Missi·ssippian and Pennsylvanian sediment-s ;are predomi-
nantly cla:stic wedges which formed off t·he .ea.stern and 
southeastern orogenic highlands. A lesser amourt-t of sedi-
:ment was s:upplied from the , North American cr·a,t·ot1 to the 
' ..
.. 
n:o:r~t_h-, .~rt.cl' the Taconi¢ high·lartd:$ to the t1.o:rth:e.a-st,. Inter-
layered between the deltaic d¢,po-Si1:S • in· western 
Pennsylvania, are carbonate sequences =f·r.om marine t.r·at1s-
gressions f·r·otn the west. Pennsylvanian-:age stra.ta .-cons:i._:s-t . 
. ~··-
s.an·dstori.es . 
.. .· . ·• . . . . . . , :limestones, and -c·oa:t. 
be .. d:s .. 
coa.l. r·e.serves a.re l·o.cated •• i.n- seven 
., . 
field:·s a,s :s:hown in Figure 1.. 'The co·a1.s r-·:ang.e in fixed 
carb-on r·rom ·5.·s.% -in the wester.n :part of the st·at_:e t·o: 97"% in 
.11o·r·the·,as:-t· "Pentts.ytvania. Anthr·aci te is 1-o·cate:'d .. in t:he V:al.ley 
:a,·n·d R·i:dg~ Pt9·v~t1-ce, ·tp.e s-enti-anthraci te and: b·-i·t.umi-nous e;oa·1.-s 
.ar.e ·1-n the App~i~cp·i:an ·p·rateau provinc,e, north ._an·d. ·west. o.f 
th·e _Allegheny Fron.t. The Main Bituminous Field covers ·th·e 
w¢stern half of· ·th¢ state. Wi·th_in the Main Bituminous= 
" 
:;Iti·el~l, most: o{. ·th~ c.0-a_:1 t:$ ·high ·y.plattle. A coal with hig:h 
vola-tile B and C co:.a_l ctccu.rring only in the northwest.ern 
.re:gion of the state". The medium volatile bituminous coal 
o.ccurs throughout ·t·h.e eastern third of the Main Bituminous 
- 12 -
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Field, and the eastern half: ·of the North Central F·ields·. 
The low volatile bituminous coal is found in the southeast-
e.rn region o.f the Main Bi·tuminous Field. Semi-anthracite 
.. 
occurs in the western portion of the North Central Fields, 
and the _eastern portion of the Southern and Middle Anthra-
cite Fields. Anthracite is found in the western portio~ of 
.. \ 
.the Southern arid Middle Anthracite Fields, and the entire 
Northern Anthracite Fi.e:ld. Figure 2 shows the major coal 
seams in the bd.>tuminou.s, semi-anthracite, and anthraci.te 
'. "' ' . 
re_g·.i·on.s: of P:e_nn:s_y-lv:ania. 
O:f ·the_. P:enns·yl·vanian~·-ag:e st·r-·ata in this the 
·_Pot:t·sville Gr-o·up: ·repre.s·en-t·s t·he: oldest deposits and. lies 
d·irec:t:ly ·ov:e·r the Mississip:p-ian-age Mauch Chunk Forma.ti.on. 
·The _y.-o-un·ger Allegheny Group: is defined from the b-ot·ton1- cff 
t.he J3.rookville coal, to t·he ·top of the- Up:pe.r Freepor·t: coc:tl ,: 
·a.tid i.s d·i.vided into the c·1at.io11., Kittanning, art.cl F:reeport 
·Fortn.a,t.io.ns. All bitum.·tt1ot1:s %'~-gt.op underclay sa.mpl·es taken 
:fo_r· ·t··hi:s project wer..-e :t\ro·n.1 e:ith·et .the Upper Freeport: or the 
:Lowe:1:~ .Ki_t:tahhirt_g Si~_ain_. :o:_f t·he Allegheny Group. The A_llegh~ny 
:Gr·oup is overlain ·by the Conemaugh and Mono.nga.hela Gt.0·1.1,p·s 
which· a:ls.o c,onta,in coal. r-e.$-.erves .. 
Th.e: ,North c·entr·al. ltiel·d·s- li·e wd-_th:irt the ;A.llegheny 
Plateau. The c·o.al. ·bea:rin_g s.:t.ra.ta correspond to the Potts-
ville and Alleghe.n·y G_roups (Nielsen, 1984). The seam:s are: 
.. chara-ct.er·iz.e:d b_y ·b:road flat-ly_ing basins. 
- 1·4. ·-· 
.. 
I 
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I 
Pennsylvanian age rocks in the anthrac·ite region 
include the upper part of the Mauch Chunk Formation, which 
here is Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian age, the 
Pottsville Formation, which is Early Pennsylvanian to Middle 
Pennsylvanian age, and the Llewellyn Formation, which is 
Middle to Late Pennsylvanian age. 
I • 
Underclay samples in the anthracite region were taken 
from the Buck Mountain seam which is at the base of the 
Llewellyn Formation. The Llewellyn Formation is equivalent 
to the Allegheny and Conemaugh Groups of the bituminous 
field. The Buck Mountain seam correlates with the Lower 
Kittanning seam, and the Peach Mountain seam correlates with 
the Upper Freeport seam (Wood, et. al. 1969). 
Figures 3A-D show the conditions of deposition .. in 
Pennsylvania at four times during the Carboniffrous. The 
the depositiona~ history of Pennsylvania during the Missis-
sippian and Pennsylvanian Periods, summarized from Edmunds, 
et. al. (1979) is as follows: 
• · In the Early Mississippian Period, the area was a 
stable delta-dominated coastline. During the Middle 
Mississippian Period, an elongate alluvial deltaic sand 
plain formed from the southeast. 
• During the Late Mississippian Period, the Mauch Chunk 
delta started forming in southeast Pennsylvania. There 
also was some tectonic uplifting of northern Pennsyl-
vania and New York. A marine transgression from the 
- 16 -
A. UPPER-MIDDLE MISSISSIPPIAN 
TECTONIC UPWARPING 
B. MIDDLE PENNSYLVANIAN 
FROM CRATONIC SOURCE 
LOWER DELTA PLAIN 
AND SHALLOW 
MARINE SEDIMENTS 
FIGURES 3A and B: Depositional Environments 
of Pennsylvania During the Missippian to 
Middle Pennsylvanian. Periods. 
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FIGURES 3C - D: Depositional Environments of 
Pennsylvania During the }liddle to Upper 
Pennsylvanian Period. 
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southwest· was interpose:d between the delta, and the 
... 
uplif~ (Figure 3A). 
' 
• Dur·ing the Earl·y Pennsylvanian Per.io:d, the prc,.g.radirtg 
of: the Mauch Chunk delta continued. ·and an alluvial 
·p-.lain formed in western Pennsylv:~ni.,a from the craton to 
the: ·north·. These two alluvial pil·ains covered all of 
Penns.y1vania (Figure· 3:B). 
I . . -
• Iri the =Mid-~·:P·e.nn.s.ylv.ania·n. P·e.r-,i.:o:·:d:;· the. :ma-rine in.£·1·tre=nc·e.: 
. ' 
in -west·ern .:P:_ennsylvan·i:a was· dominant. The seq:u·enc·e·. 
•. . . 
. f·'rotn ··we··.s·t t·.o :e.ast o.f. shallow marine deposits, de·:l.ta 
plains t .a..11d all-:uvia·l p;,la,i:n,s w:as f=ormed ('F·ig·ure 3C):. 
• By M.id. ·to :Lat:·e Pennsylva-ni_q.tl. t.j.me, '1::lte .d¢.]?0Sitt.()Ilc:tl 
.f~otn the marine co:nclit'i.on:s,... ln the La-tei P,~nns·y,lvari:ia.:n ,. 
the la.cu:s.ttine· :e.nv·i.r.onment was :se.veted ·firom :the .mar.in·e 
·conne.ct·ion ·(::Fi·gure 31)) :• 
Th·e Al.le.ghen:i-an ·or=o,gen.Y :s.t-ar·tecl in t·he so.u:the·as.t.ern Un.i:ted 
·s:t-ate.-s .and. p.·r'o:,gr·essed ·n.or::the.astwarcl.: By the en:d -of: -th.e 
Fenns.:y:lvanian .Peri:O·d, bh'e ·eas:t·ern p'.art of Pennsy·lvan.:La was 
b.e·.·ing: ·uplif:t·e:d .fHc>"wer and, D:avi,·s., 19-81}. 
1. 
·"'!"'. :1· :·9· -
.. .- . 
.. 
SAMPLE LOCATIONS 
Eight samp::le· ·1o·c:at:i.on:s· wer·e., sele:'c-t.ed as shown on Fig:-· 
Th.e-s-e. -1.o.c~tt:iorts.- wer-e chosen so that samples of 
un:de·r.c.la,ys fr.om. di:f.f:et.¢trt: .oo,al regions would be obtained. 
Each :s ... ampi.l.e wa·s. s·ubdivided by distance beneath .the coal 
,s:_e-atrr. The- :s:amp-1,e·-s: are identif i:ed by t-wo ·letter's -cor:r.es:·pon:d-· 
·i.n,g t:o t-h·e ·rank o-f the coa.l_, ,a_ sample location numb.e;,r._; :an.d· a: 
s-.equen.tial n:umber b·y d.e:pth b·e .. low the coa·1. ·T·h.e: :let.·te:.rs 
.co-r.respond ·to: .rank- a.,s· f.o,llow:s-: .. : '.AN - Anthra.ci_t:e;, 1S.A. - semj~_-
,an·-thraci·te, L.·V' .. -.· .low vol-atile- · :bituminous,, .MV - 1r1"e:d.i.um 
v.olatii·¢ b.iitt1tr1i'nou:s·-., :a,n:d :HV ·-- .hi.g:h vo·:1·a.ti .. le b:i.tumi.nous. 
Tw:o .-s:·:arrtp.!:es :we:re: :f:akerl .f'r:o.:m cctre :hol·e·s. :in $c'huy.·'lkil'l 
·C·.ot1n·ty n.~ar ,T,a111~q~a. :S?Ifip.le :i·bt~ati,on .. AN-.. ,1 is: a'.b·ou.t ·3: ... ·2 ·km. 
. . 1· 
·w..e.::$t o:_f 'f:?ma·<flict PA, a11.d a.b:out O. 3·2 :km. n.clr·th (1f Rclu:·te. :2',09· .•. 
Lclcc:1ti.o:11 AN~Z i.a· ~p_prox·ii1fa·t~ly s· ·km-.• west o.f Tamaq9a:., aI.··s:o. 
··nor-t·h oif: Rclut,·e: 2·09.. B:oth lo:ca·:t·.ions lie on. th·e 11.·or:the;a.·s_t·ern 
. ·. . . . . ' . . ' ·. . . .. . . ... .. . .. '. . .... ,. . . . : . . . . 
:eid_g·e :o:·£ t·h.e .-s'.Q·Ut:h·e-rn -Anth"r\3..¢·.}·te r·.ield and are. 4nde.r:·¢lay·$· ·f·o.r 
• .. 
th-e :B_u·ck Mount-a_i:n ·$<=:am.. T:he ·t:op of AN-1 cla)~ -samp>le: wa.-s· 
·i·o:cat,.e:d .5: cm:. below· :tJ1e· ,co:~i."l... $·ample AN-1 dr··il .. l co.r:e ·was, 
dfvi-ded. int.-o 5 t1ndercl0ct,y sa.mpl,es ::, 
AN-1-1 
AN-1-2 
AN-1-3 
AN-1-4 
AN-1-5 
5 .em.. ·to :z'.Q: CIIl •. b:e:lOvi ·cp~:r°]_._ 
10 c-rn. to 2·5. cni. below coal. 
25 cm. to 33 cm. below co&l 
33 .cm. to- 50· cm. below coa.l. 
50 cm. to 5·5 cm. below coa_l. 
o·r:·ii·1 .c·or.e fr·om .lo .. cat:ion AN-2 was divided into 3: s.a~t{le.s; 
-~· 2 .. 0 ~· 
, 
r-
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AN-2-1 
AN-2-2 
AN-2-3 
0 to 15 cm. below coal 
15 cm. to 30 cm. below coal 
30 cm. to 46 cm. below coal 
One sample location was from the semi-anthracite region 
in Sullivan County. This sample is underclay of the Bloss 
seam within the Bernice Basin at the Sullivan Coal Company 
mine. The Bloss seam in this area trifurcates into the A, 
B, and C splits. A channel sample of the B split coa.i and 
underclay was taken, and the uhderclay was divided into 
three samples: 
SA-1-1 
SA-1-2 
SA-1-3 
0 to 5 cm. below coal 
5 cm. to 15 cm. below coal 
15 cm. to 18 cm. below coal 
' 
One sample was from sOuthwest Cambiia County in the Low 
Volatile Bituminous Coal Field. This Lower Kittanning 
underclay was a channel sample from the Scurfield Coal 
Company strip mine located approximately 1. 6 km. east of 
Windber and 5 km. north of Pa. Route 56. The channel sample 
was divided into two clay samples: 
LV-1-1 
LV-1-2 
0 to 30 cm. below coal 
30 cm. to 51 cm. below coal 
The Medium Volatile Bituminous Coal Field sample was a 
channel sample of the underclay of .the Lower Kittanning 
seam. The sample site is located at the North Cambria Fuel 
Co. mine located along Pa. Route 259, approximately 3.2 km. 
south of Armagh • the southeastern of Indiana in cornet· 
County. The clay wasi divided into three samples: 
MV-1-1 0 cm. to 15 cm. below coal 
MV-1-2 15 cm. to 30 cm. below coal 
MV-1-3 30 cm. to 61 cm. below coal 
- 22 -
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Three samples were within the High Volatile Bituminous 
Coal Field. Two of these were in the northeastern corner of 
Indiana County. One sample of the Upper Freeport (E) seam 
underclay was taken from a core drill hole located approxi-
mately 1.6 km. west of Gypsy. The clay horizon in this hole 
was 2.9 meters thick and the core was divided into 11 clay 
samples: 
HV-1-1 , 
HV-1-2 
HV-1-3 
HV-1-4 
HV-1-5 
HV-1-6 
HV-1-7 
HV-1-8 
HV-1-9 
HV-1-10 
HV-1-11 
0 
5 
13 
23 
33 
48 
64. 
94 
124 
170 
246 
cm. to 
cm. to 
cm. 
cm. 
to 
to 
cm. to 
cm. to 
5 
13 
23 
33 
48 
64 
cm. to 94 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
to 124 
to 170 
to 246 
to 292 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
below 
below 
below 
below 
below 
below 
below 
below 
beilow 
be~low 
below 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal. 
The second sample from Indiana County was a channel 
sample of the Lower Kittanning underclay from the floor of 
the Horton Run strip mine. 
sampled: 
Two sites of the mine were 
HV-2A-l Oto 5 cm. below coal 
HV-2B-l Oto 15 cm. below coal. 
~ 
The northernmost sample in the low volatile bituminous 
field is taken from the Lady Jane mine in the Lower Kittan-
ning (B) seam, located approximately 6.4 km. southeast of 
Penfield. The clay was sampled at two different areas of 
the mine: 
1 
' 
HV-3A-l Oto 61 cm. below coal 
HV-3B-l Oto 20 cm. below coal. 
' 
- 23 -
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SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The samples were divided in half. One half of each 
sample was saved for reference. The other half was crushed 
to pieces smaller than O. 6 cm. , and then put through a 
sample splitter to reduce each. sample amount. The crushed 
rocks . were further ground as required by tl).e method of 
analysis. Sample collection and prepar1ation were perfortlfd 
by methods providing the most certainty that each analyzed 
sample was representative of the clay minerals present at 
each location. 
-
0 24 -
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Although clays are routinely identified, precise char-
acterization is difficult because of: connnon interlayering, 
poor crystallinity, preferred orientation, crystal size, and 
contamination by other minerals. Mineralogical and chemical 
analysis are further complicated by the presence of carbona-
ceous material in the underclays. No single method provides 
a complete identification of underclays; preferably, a com-
bination of analyses should be used. Because of these con-
straints, the principal methods of analysis were differen-
tial thermal analysis, x-ray diffraction, scanning electron 
microscopy, and x-ray fluorescence. 
At least one representative sample was selected from 
each sample location for analysis by all the methods used. 
The data from these samples forms the basis for regional 
trends. Other samples were selected to establish whether 
characteristics of the underclays could be related to the 
proximity of the coal. The other samples and reference 
materials included in the analysis established the replica-
bi1ity, precision, and accuracy of the analysis. 
Differential Thermal Analysis 
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was used to identi-
fy the minerals present in the underclays by detecting 
- 25 -
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endothermic and exothermic reactions which occur during 
heating and cooling. DTA compares the temperature of a 
sample and ·a st.andard as they are· heated or cooled in the 
same envir·onment. An endothermic or exothermic reaction in 
the sample changes the heating rate· ·o_f the sample relative 
:t·o: ·the. standard. This differential }tea.ting rate between 
:s.amp.le· and reference i.:s. amp:li·fied. and ·r·e.c.orde:d a:s a DTA 
t. 
p.·ea·k. The teclpe.r:a_ture. of the: env-i:-ronment· -l.$: a·lsoo cont.inu:~-
o:u:.s:l.y reco.rde.d. The: ·t,emper··a.t·-u:re· of· ··the:: envir·qn'Qlertt c:Lt; :the 
b·eg_·in.nin:g of .the.· p:e.·ak ·indicat:es the temp·er .. ature o:f t .. h·e s·t:ar·t:· 
o-f: th·e re:ac·t:ion... The: .. ar·ea un·de.r the peak i.s a function .of: 
t:.h:·e. atnourrt of· en~-t·gy ::1..11volve·q. in the reaction an·ci. t_he sampl~ 
s.tz .. e~. ::eoth t.he temperatur·e an.d the size o-f t·he p-e.:a.k a.ssi.·st: 
in .id.ent·ify.ing the clay m:ine:ra.ls. ··: 
:·:e:.a.ch o:f the unde.r-clay samp.les was analyze:d usi11/g_: ·nTA .. -
::T_he underc·lay wa·s ground t:o a powder. Chrome.·I:-·a·1umel therm-
oc.oup-le:s: '.in a stain:le.-s:s .steel sheath •w:er.-e- ·p·.1a:c.e,d-. ·,axial:l.y· 
into a. gold: tube .·measuring. :approxima.t:e.ly :3. cm.. lon,g:, and 
4 .. 5 .nun.. in di-am·e.ter. The gro·und ·und·e-r.c-lay· was. p.a·ck·e·d a·round 
·th·e ther-moc-.ou.p.le .. The reference mate<rial was-
packed. in. a :s:e·con:d tube. Reagent·~g·:r-ade .. A.1 20.3: :was. used as a 
•·· ; .• 
s.·t.anda.r:d be·cau.s::e i:t· ·i.s therma.:lly in:·a:c:t:.i\te in th·e temperature. 
i, 
rang_.e.s used for the.-se- ana·1:_y:s·es .: A. vib"ri:tt-o.r :was used :to 
.ensure-th~t the samples and standard, ea.ch about 0.6 grams, 
were unif9rmly packed into the gold tubes. The packed tubes 
were inserted beside each other 
- 26 -
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into· • a ceramic cylinder 
-~· 
.. 
.... 
,4 cm. long,. and 19 mm.· in diameter. 
,. 
The temperature of the 
environmen·t. was taken as the temperature of the ceramic 
cylind.e·r measur-e,d. by·· a. thermocouple 2 mm. from the gold 
tubes. The ceramic c,ylinder containing I the gold tubes was 
inserted into a. .1.·5, em-~ long ceramic tube, and placed ·into a 
tube furn~.ce .. B'o:t·h en:ds: ·Of the furnace were clos.ed .d-uring a 
" 
DTA- run ·to tttinimi.ze conve:ct·.i:ot1 and. circu·lation of· air. · The 
' 
thermocoupl~s were connecte,d td ·~t chart recor:de-r which 
gr_ap.h¢d. the DTA pattern and the he.at·ing curve. 
After the temperatures were calibrated by rn~:~$:U:r::ing the 
:b·oil-ing point o:f· ·wa.ter·, and the :a.ipha1bet.a q_uartz transi-
ti·o.n, ·the s-a.mp:l~s wer:¢ :h-e:~t~·d. to :80.0°-CI. The· hectting. :r-at:·es 
:averia.-g:e:d... 6 .• 5 ° C per minu-t.-e~· ,. va.r_y·i.ng .from 5: '! 4 ·0 ·C p.e.r, min,lte :' ttJ 
7:.4,°C p.er· ·nrinute .. 
:A._ D,TA. rec.orde·d ·wh·ile. coo·lin:g indic.a:t·es. wh·et:her. t::he 
.. 
.. ··:· ·.· ···.d·. measure·· 
. . . . . . . du:r,ing heat.:in·g ar.e re-v.ers;ibl·e . 
. exatnpl.e-·, tlte alpha.~.b·eta. qua·rt-z. tr·a.nsit:ion. is- a -reversible. 
t\eac·-t;·ioh. A D-T-A: he·at:in:_g patter·n wo:u·1::d .s'.how :an: endothermi.c· 
peak at .5.73°C:, a cooling ,p.att:e·rn ·woul.d :sh,ow· an. ·exot:he·rm:i:c. 
peak of ·'P-pp.ro,x·i.mat:ely t·he $ame s·i:z-.e at·: t:h·e s:.ame. temper·ature •. 
Reactio.ns i·n. th-e· ·c.}ay miJ1er·ai$. ~re ··nci:t ;r·e,te,rs.·ib.le. Ther·e--
:f:o·t·.~, a ,cooling pc:tt··te·rn ,p··rt>vide-:s -~ fileJ::ho·d for identify·ing·· 
the presence.· .. of :qua.rtz., ·and. 9eterm_ining the .contribution ·of 
:quartz to the intensity of the clay peaks. 
The DTA cooling characteristics of several of the 
underclay sampl.es were obtained by turning off the furnace 
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:an.d continuin.g ... to record the temperatures while l.e-aving the 
samples in p·lace. The DTA pattern was recorded ·while t~e 
undercl.ay .s:ample,s were c:o:-ol:e .. d be.I.ow 500 °C. 
X-Ray Diffraction 
I 
in the· .un·de·r·cl .. a:y.s~ .were. :iderttified 
using x-ra.y diffraction reslllts.. Although th.ere is a. rang¢ 
·in t·he· d:-s.pacing·s :of ·cl:a·y ··mfne:r:als:, :d·epende,nt:: upon chemical 
:c:omposition:,: the .x·--:ray d·iffirac:t:ion. ·analys:is· :provides the 
lfi:os:t ]::·el·iable· method of. ··mi·nera.l i·den:t:_ificatio.n •. 
){-r-~-Y dif fractiot1 ·data. Cqrt be :tis.~o- to per:to·:rm: S.etni:"~-
:qt1::aptit-~t·.ive anal.y.sis thc:1t j.t1iQ..ica:tes. t.he ·amounts o-e niinera,l:s 
pre,:s~nt ~ Be-cause. oif· d:.i:fferen-t- ,mas.s absorption ,coe:ffi-ci·en:ts.· 
f:or each .. -of· the m-ine.ra:l·-s:, ·th.e. e~ac:t mineralog.·-ic-a·l anal_ys_is 
c:annot be de:te:rmin._e.d-. wi:th'.o.ut s .. peci·al prepa.-ration techniques . 
. However., b.y: :10.-oking .at -th·e re.lat·ive ·i.nt:ens.itie·s. of charact:-
e·ri-s·t·i.c difrrac:t_.io.n p:e_ia-ks; .. an :a:p:··pr:o:ximate; ·e;s_t··imate of m_·in:-
·er·al composition o,·£ t:he mix:ture can b·e. made ... 
B.e:c-ause cl.ay· mi·n-e·r.al·s. .a·r:e. ·i·nc:line·d: t-:o· -.a. ,pre,fe-.r:.r.ed 
.or·i.en·tation, the ·intensity :of -s·.:ome. o:"f t·he dtf.:f:ra:c.t::ion maxima 
T·o .de't:.er~ 
,· 
mine. the best mcrµnting method,: ,a·nd t.o·. evaiua:te t.he. ·or.ien~ 
tc:tt:i.on effects t:>11 c.:liff:r-ac.t·it)n intensities, t:,wo of the under--
clays were x-r·aye·d us··i·ng three diff_erent procedures for 
mounting the _samples.. The first method was to anal;_yz:~ ·a 
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slab of the underclay that had been cut and ground to fit 
the x-ray machine sample holder cavity. The second method 
entailed casting underclay fragments smaller than 3.2 mm. in 
epoxy. The hardened epoxy was cut perpendicular to the 
direction of settling, and ground to fit the sample holder. 
For the third method, the same two underclay samples were 
ground to a fine powder, and the powder was packed tightly 
" into a sample holder cavity. X-ray diffraction data col-
lected using the three methods of mounting showed no signif-
icant differences. This indicates that the effects of 
preferred orientation, as a result of sample preparation, 
are insignificant for these underclays. Therefore, because 
of simplicity, the tightly packed powder technique was 
selected for all the remaining analyses. 
The x-ray samples were scanned from 4° to 70° 2Q at a 
rate of 0.03° per 0.9 seconds using Cu Ko(. radiation (wave-
length= 1.5418 A). A Phillips APD3600 diffractometer was 
used, with a generator setting of 45 kV and 30 mA. A 2Q 
angle of 4° corresponds with ad-spacing of 22.1 A. This is 
sufficiently large to detect the presence of chlorites, 
vermiculites, and smectites. 
The intensity and position of the peaks were determined 
from a computer program which fitted a linear background, 
then subtracted the background from the peak counts and 
,, . 
calculated· the area under each peak. 
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After the initial diffraction data was collected, the 
samples, without being removed from the sample holders, were 
placed in a desiccator containing ethylene glycol. Ethylene 
glycol vapors cause swelling in smectite layers, and there-
fore can be used to identify the presence of expandable 
layer clays. Some of the glycolated samples were x-rayed 
after 24 hours of exposure to ethylene glycol. These 
samples were put back into the desiccator with the rest of 
' 
the samples and remained there for 48 hours. At least one 
glycolated sample from each location was then re-analyzed. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
The scanning electron microscope ( SEM) was used to 
examine the morphology and collect energy dispersive spectra 
of the clays. Twelve of the underclay samples were an-
alyzed. Fragments of the underclays, ranging fronr 1 mm. to 
3 mm. in diameter, were mounted on the sample holders using 
a carbon-based media. The mounted samples were then carbon 
coated. 
The samples were examined using a ETEC Autoscan SEM, 
operated with a 20 kV excitation voltage at various magni-
fications up to 8,000x. Secondary electron micrographs of 
several samples were taken. 
Energy dispersive spectra (EDS) were collected on a j 
Tracor Northern - Model 1710 Analyzer, at several areas on 
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e.a.c:h s,amp:'.1-.e. t:o: determine the major .constituents. · Each EDS 
~ . 
. wa:s c.olle·cted for . 60 seconds to provide consistency among 
samples. 'The EDS records the count of x-rays emitt·ed. from 
·.e-lements in. th·e .analyzed area. This prov._ides x-ray spectral. 
data and eleme.nt identif icatio.n. of ea.ch s:ample. !he major 
elements :i·d'·entified were: silica., :a-lum:inum., :p·otas.sium, iron, 
.. 
titanium:, and sulfur. Because ·the number of c.oun-ts· recorded 
·.1· 
dep·ends upon :ma·ny ·f,act,o·r.s, i-ncl.u:ding the angle of the sur-
1 
f·ace ,t-:o the dete·ct.or.,. the abs:olute values o-f th_e coun.t·s· 
,c-annot. b·e, equat·e.:ci w-.i·t-·h, the abs:o.lut.e abunda.n.ce· o.f· the ele.-
men.ts. :However,, the r··a.tio·s .o:f S'ilica ., alum·inunt, and ·pota-s.~ 
.si:t1m catt be :c:omp.are.d among: ·s.amples. 
x·~:r··a.)1· ... f. l.·\i()r,'.¢. $ ¢et1c:·e: 
-·· ~ . . ,·· ., .• . . . . - . . . 
X-r·c:1.y f.l:uoire·s.ce.·rtce. an·~I·y:sis wa.:s• u.se-.d :to determine the: 
-chemi-cal. ·compo .. sit-.i-011 of the saID.ple_$:_. E·,_t.=gl1teen of the. :un.d:er~ 
·cl.a __.y:s. :were .ana:l·y_z .. ed. ·by XRF. 
·T·o p::r,ep:·are- :the, samples f.or· aba.lJfsis·, ·the -4.nde.·1:·:cl.ays 
wer.e ground t:o· a _p·owder wh·ich ,pass:ed .a 20·0 me-sh screen. 'Thl~ 
powder was: mixe·d wi.th· .li-thi.um. me=tabo.ra·te a·t: a .. ratio·, :Of .1: 9 ~ 
The mix.tu.rt~·,. -wi:th t:wo :dr:o·p·s of· ··1it.hium ·iod::i.de.; ·was. fus-~d in. 
a crucible cif 95'.%'. platinum an:d s·%, go-ld: a:t· ·l.100·0 -C for about: 
1._5 tninu-t.·e.s .,. ·or until the sample: -and flux had: :become a homct-
ge_neous liquid. The liquid was removed from t:h.e furnace and 
poured into a platinum/ gold dish which wa.s. approximately 
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3 cm. in diameter, and 5 mm. deep. After cooling, the glass 
disk was removed from the casting dish and stored until the· 
analysis was completed. 
The analysis was performed using a Phillips automated 
AXS Wavelength Spectrometer. Each sample was analyzed at a 
generator setting of 40 kV, 20 mA, using CuK~ radiation. 
Standard curves for each element were constructed using 
analysis of fused disks of rock samples provided by the 
United States Geological Survey, the Canadian Geological 
Survey, and the Lehigh University collections. The chemical 
analyses of the rocks were provided with the samples. These 
standards were fused into disks by the same method used for 
the underclays. Calibration was achieved by a computer 
program which used least-squares regression analysis to 
relate the detected counts to the known chemical analyses of 
the standards. 
To test the precision of XRF analysis method, duplicate 
disks of several of the underclays were made. As an addi-
tional test of accuracy and precision, two disks from a 
sample of known composition not included in the calibration 
process were analyzed. During the course of the underclay 
analyses, the standard disks were included to permit de-
tection of machine. drift. 
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RESULTS 
Di:f·f·e .. r..ential Thermal Analysis 
A representativ.e DTA patte·:r:n o:~ an µrtQ_er.c:.l·a:y from the 
b:i'tuminous, semi.~a·n·t:hracite., and anthraci .. t¢ region are shown 
··{ti ·Fi::gttr·e .. 5.. Also. s'hown :on F-i:gur:e -5. ·are :s·t·andard patterns 
f · 11 ····· :. · .. ~,:r 1 .. ·. 1 .. t.e. ,. kaoli-n.i.t .. e::,: :and- :smec·t-"i·ee ... the DTA 
~.nd a high 
'te·m.pera.ture. pe·a'k :b:etwe .. en 5 .. o~:0°.c: .and: 60Q<>c·. 
:}f~p~en,?tie·: .(1'·970.J :surnmar: ... iz·.e·s ·th·e· resu'..l.·ts o•f-- ·ma.ny D.TA 
--at1alys··e.s c>·-f .. c:l._a·y 111-ine·r·al-s-.. The·i us:ual. D'I'A p-at:t·er.n. £-or.· i.1.1 .. ± t·:e 
c:t)tl.:$.i$:ts· o::f= a. $¢:dium .. si.z-e· ·end.o.-the·rn1ic l?·eak :at l00-l50·0 c·:, .. and 
a m~.d.flitn siz~· .en·dother.mi¢ ·peak a·t 5.5:0°C C:au·s··e-d ... b_y de-h)r-
dr ..ox.y la-t'i.o·n.: !I· -Kao l ini,te tttine .. ra ls 1-~tc·k the low ·t-etnp:eratu.r-e·: 
iend.oth.erm.- ··The·y h.ave a $¢q.ium ·$~ze et1.doth:·er-mi-c d.e-.h.y-_d:r._o~y:l-· 
.at·:to.n pea.:k: ,in. \the; ltan:gi~: of :•5:·o-o-·70.0·°C·. .T.:I1e ka.olin.i.t:e.: p:o.ly·-
_mo.r:phs f a·ic:kite :and. ti:"a·c_r.it:.e, ,h_a.v¢.· an :_en.dothe:rm·ic: p.eak a·t 
abo·u:t. 680'°C·, an .. d t:ri:cl,i11 .. ic l<aol.initt~. ·pr-·o,duces a "p:~ak at· 
.a.bout 580·0 c::.. <p·±.s:or·de·re.d monoc.l._·ir.i.ic ~·aoc>linite produce:s :a 
pe .. ak. -at .ap,prox.imat-e-.ly- :s·,5·.0°c... ,s.~e·ct.ite minerals show ·a .lar.g.e 
l,ow temp:e.r:a-tur·.e =e--ndo:t:her:mJ~c: peak in tr,-~ r··ang--e. ,of· .50 °·c.: ·to 
200 °C, art.ti :a medium- siz-e-. e:n·dothermic p·eak a.:t-. ·7,Q_:0··0:c.. Quart:z, 
has a ·small, narrow· endot:hermic peak :at 573•pc: representing:_ 
the alpha-beta q=uar:tz ·tr·ansition .. 
1' 
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FIGURE 5: Differential Thermal Analysis Results for 
Selected samples and Typical Clays. 
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The results of the unde·rclay DTA patterns were compared 
·to the typical results summarized in the pre_ceding para-
:graph. Th:e, endotherm temperatures and the area under. the 
• 
peaks wer:e -measured on each DTA cu.rve. The endotherm 
temperature wa .. s meas:u:i:-ed. at the intersection of an extensit>n 
.of 't-he base . l·ine :_b:e.f:o·re the start of: t:he pe--ak, .and the: 
-tangent to th-e curve· :at. the. point of inflection :on t:-he fron.t 
edg:-e. of the :p·e:·ak. The area under the curve was -nreasur~-d :b.y 
a.·ppro.xim.a-t·in:g th.e shape of the base line beneait:h :the ·curve:, 
::.• 
~nd clet·1trmining: the enclos·-ed· ar·e-a:. 
Tlt·e :pe.ak temperatures and the :areas unde.r 'the p.eaks f:·o.r 
·al.l sampl~_s,, arranged by rank a:f .coa·1:, are s-·h·own i·n. T:ab:ie-. 2 .... 
·rh.~·. r·a:t_io of ·the area ctf -t:he- hi:g.h. ,t·emp·e.r-a.tu.re· p·eak to· th.e 
·th.e peak-s -wer.e· .mu.ch more- pr·ono.unced .. J...n· t.he bitum.in.ou-s . 
~: 
.. 
.. sample·.s: -t·h·an ih: ·the ·a.ntbra..cite sampie:·s. .I:t1 fa.ct, it wa:s: 
,diffj~~c.ult t.o ob-ta·in a. gtlcrd. P"rA- c~r-ve ·fr·om. atiy of the anthr-a--: 
-cite s.·am.p:l:e_s· .. 
r·n gene:r_·a-l, ·.th:e .·DT·A-. r·e:s1.1lt:S ·slrowed that the ·dom·inant' 
.min.er .. a··.Is, are illite -a_nd kaolinite. Bec~us-e. the initial peak 
f·.or t·hese samples- wa.s: smal:l c-o.1np.a:red to ·the high-tempe>:ra·tu-r~ 
p.e:,ak, there was .. no .ev-ide:nc--e :of· .s.mectites. 
:nacri te were not id.entif.i.e.d b·e-cause the tempetat·ur.·e. o·f: ·th.e 
s·eoond endotherm was lower than repor.t·ed for the minerals~-
The usual illite patte·rn has an endotherm at 550°C 
which is within the ran-g:e: '<Jf the usual kaolinite endotherm 
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Sample 
ID 
------
AN-1-1 
AN-1-2 
AN-1.-3 
AN-1-4 
AN-1-5 
AN-2-2 
AN-2-3 
SA-1-1 
SA-1-2 
SA-1-3 
LV-1-2 
MV-1-1 
MV-1-2 
MV-1-3 
HV-1-1 
HV-1-2 
HV-1-3 
HV-1-4 
HV-1-5 
HV-1-6 
HV-1-7 
HV-1-8 
HV-1-9 
HV-1-10 
HV-1-11 
HV-2A-l 
HV-2B-l 
HV-3A-1 
HV-3B-1 
TABLE 2 
DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS (DTA) RESULTS· 
PEAK 1 PEAK 2 Ratio of 
Temp(°C) Area Temp(°C) Area Peak 2:1 
--------
() 
85 
75 
75 
65 
70 
110 
70 
95 
95 
80 
95 
85 
95 
115 
110 
105 
80 
90 
105 
70 
90 
65 
105 
75 
95 
80 
75 
95 
115 
----
19 
15 
8 
22 
11 
14 
11 
23 
12 
15 
81 
30 
37 
42 
30 
18 
23 
16 
20 
26 
25 
22 
17 
24 
14 
11 
66 
38 
40 
-------- ----
510 172 
555 14 
545 47 
590 3 
555 9 
560 26 
540 43 
510 315 
510 245 
530 175 
540 209 
500 225 
520 278 
555 259 
495 450 
555 230 
510 292 
470 308 
560 250 
510 250 
550 203 
535 119 
535 244 
495 158 
540 100 
545 140 
550 124 
510 230 
555 236 
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9.1 
0.9 
5.9 
0.1 
0.8 
1.9 
3.9 
13.7 
20.4 
11.7 
2.6 
7.5 
7.5 
6.2 
15.0 
12.8 
12.7 
19.3 
12.5 
9.6 
8.1 
5.4 
14.4 
6.6 
7.1 
12.7 
1.9 
6.1 
5.9 
0 
·I 
G 
at 500°C to 700°C. Interference between these peaks makes 
exact mineralogical determination, based solely on the DTA, 
impossible. 
The properties of these underclays, especially the 
mixture of minerals and the presence of carbonaceous matter, 
cause a spread of the DTA results. Although there was con-
siderable spread in the data from each region, there were 
differences between the results of the anthracite underclay 
analyses and the bituminous underclay analyses. The temper-
ature of the initial endotherm, and the ratio of the areas 
of the peaks changed with the rank of the overlaying coal. 
The initial endotheri:n is caused by a loss of sorbed 
water. This endotherm on the patterns from the anthracite 
region samples occurred at a lower temperature than the 
initial endotherm from the bituminous samples. One anthra-
cite sample, AN-2-2 
' 
showed an initial peak at a higher 
temperature than the other anthracite samples. As will be 
described later, the x-ray diffraction of that sample also 
showed that the mineralogy was different than the other 
anthracite samples,· and was more similar to the bituminous 
underclay mineralogy. The converse • l.S true of sample 
HV-2B-l in the bituminous region. The x-ray diffraction 
data indicated that this sample consists of mineralogy which 
is more similar to the anthracite samples. 
The ratio of the area of the first endothermic peak to 
the area of the second endothermic peak generally decreased 
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with increasing rank. of the over·l.ayt·n.g: coa·.1·. Based on 
Mackenzie's results .$:ummarized e--arlier, the two peaks 
produced by illite. at·e about the- same size, and therefore, 
the ratio o.f th·e 1-.ow temperature pe.ak to the high tempera-
ture pe~k. s·houl.d b.e about l _. For kaol.inite, be·~-ause no low 
temper:~.ttrr.e ettdothe:rm :i·s: present, the same ratio: :should be 
:zero. The ratio ·of -t:b.e two endotherms from :the- DTA patterns 
:of the und~r·c1.ays indica·t:eS: that t·he· anthracite clays 
·contain mor:e ri.11 i te than. th:e ·b i·tµIl¥in.ot1s· c·lay.s -, and tha.t. t'he 
bi .. t1J.ni:Lnoti·$ ciays are p·r¢·d:omtnant·l·y ·k::ao.1-ini·t~_.. The hi:g·h 
.ratios in the Setni--anthracfte t;egion, ma.y indicate Rixture 
:o .. f th¢ two: c:·1:ays_ .. 
A, :nTA pattern wa:s ob.tairte:-d dur·.in_-g :Goaling for .1{.~ro.p·l·es· 
AN-2-2, LV-1-2, HV-2A-l., a-n:d· HV--3A-1~. the- major e.rtdot·.he·rm.ic 
peak between 500°.C:, arrd 6i.0·0°c di·d not: appear on the cooling 
:.-curve. This indica:tes ·t:hat it: wa.s .n_o·t. :a t .. eve-r·si.bl-e· :re.~-
;·acti-on, and :denie·s t·he pre:se.n·.c.e· of: mu'cb qu·art·:z.. 
X-ray Diffra.ct·,:i.o:rt 
X-·r·~y a··if fract.id:n prt>vi·d·ed identif .. i.eat:i:o:n ·o·f the· c'·la-ys: 
and :crth.e·:t: minerals p·r:_es:en·t in these s-amp.ie--:s. The primar_y 
·C:-l_.ciy.$ pre.sent are ka..c1lini:te and illit.e.. 1?:yrophyllite .an,d 
a_mmo:nium il.lite ca.re co:rr-tained in s.ome of the samples from 
the anthracit_e t~-.gio.rt. The ab·sen·ce o.f. peaks above the lOA 
• 
cl-spacing indicates that smectites, chlorites, and vermicu-
lites are absent or below the limit of detection. 
The dominant non-clay mineral is quartz. Quartz is 
present throughout all the samples. The (101) quartz peak 
at 3.343 A was the most intense peak encountered on the dif-
fraction patterns. Pyrite and rutile are present in some of 
the bituminous and semi-anthracite samples. Albite feldspar 
is present in the anthracite and semi-anthracite samples. 
Calcite also is present in some of the samples, but is 
sporadic and unrelated to the rank of the overlaying coal. 
• Semi-quantitative XRD analysis comparing the inten-
sities of the (001) peaks for illite and kaolinite, shows, 
that the clay mineralogy of the samples changes from the 
bituminous to the anthracite region. The ratio of the 
intensity of the 7A kaolinite peak to the total intensity of 
the 7A kaolinite peak and the lOA illite peak are shown on 
Table 3. The results in Table 3 indicate that the relative 
amount of kaolinite, the predominant clay in the bituminous 
samples, decreases, and illi te is more predominant in the 
anthracite region. This trend is gradational from the high 
volatile bituminous • region through the semi-anthracite 
region to the anthracite region. The illite content • in-
creases with rank of the overlaying coal. 
Three samples do not conform to this pattern: samples 
AN-2-1 and -AN-2-2 appear to have a higher amount of 
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Sample 
No. 
---
AN-1-1 
AN-1-2 
AN-1-3 
AN-1-4 
AN-1-5 
AN-2-1 
AN-2-2 
AN-2-3 
SA-1-1 
SA-1-2 
SA-1-3 
LV-1-2 
MV-1-1 
MV-1-2 
HV-1-1 
HV-1-2 
HV-1-3 
HV-1-4 
HV-1-5 
HV-1-6 
' HV-1-7 
HV-l·-9 
HV-1-10 
HV-1-11 
HV-2A-l 
HV-2B-1 
HV-3B-1 
TABLE 3 . 
COMPARISON OF ( O·Ol) FOR KAOLINITE AND ILLITE 
IN UNDERCLAYS 
Intensity Intensity Kaolinite 
7A Kao lOA Ill Kao+ Ill 
--------- --------- ---------
0.5 9.5 0.1 
- 8.3 0.0 
- 10.6 0.0 
0.4 3.5 0.1 
0.4 4.3 0.1 
6.2 7.7 0.4 
3.0 6.9 0.3 
0.1 5.2 0.0 
17.8 23.0 0.4 
7.4 10.0 0.4 
17.1 13.6 .0. 6 
4.7 3.7 0.6 
4.5 1.4 0.8 
3.5 1 .1 0.8 
6.4 1.2 0.8 
4.9 1.0 0.8 
8.9 3.2 0.7 
5.9 1.0 0.9 
4.0 0.7 0.9 
I 2.7 0.9 0.7 ,t 
7.7 2.9 0.7 
8.2 4.9 0.6 
4.2 2.2 0.7 
1.8 1.4 0.6 
12.0 18.4 0.4 
8.7 3.0 0.7 
5.9 0.8 0.9 
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kaolinite than the other anthracite samples. Sample HV-2A-1 
has a more intense 001 illite peak than 001 kaolinite peak. 
Illitic minerals have many properties that may provide 
an indication of the metamorphic or diagenetic history; 
therefore, a thorough investigation of the illite was con-
ducted. 
One property is the amount of expandable layers in the 
illite structure. This can be determined from x-ray dif-
fraction by comparing the results of both the air-dried, and 
ethylene glycol saturated samples. ~rodon and Eberl (1985) 
state that if expandable layer clays are present, ethylene 
glycol saturation would affect the x-ray diffraction 
patterns in three ways. First, the 001 peak would become 
wider by showing a low angle tail or shoulder. Second, the 
10 A 001 peak would shift towards higher 2Q, and the 002 
peak ( 4. 98A) would shift towards a lower zg. Third, the 
ratio of the intensity of the 001 peak to the intensity of 
the 003 peak would be changed. 
A quantitative method for determining the existence of 
illite/smectite layers is described by Srodon (1980). The 
first step is to plot the location of the sample, using the 
positions of the 002 and 003 peaks, onto a plot which was 
developed from theoretically calculated cl-spacings. The 
location of each sample point on this plot indicates whether 
the underclay • l.S dominated by illite or by expandable 
layers. If underclay plots in the illite field, the ratio 
- 41 -
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of the 001 intensity to the 003 intenstty on the air-dried 
.and glycolated samp .. les will indicate whEfther the clay is 
_g·rea.t·e .. r, than 85% ,iil·ite., or illite with .. r .. e:gula·r smectite . 
layers. If the clay plots in the illite/·smectite field, two 
additional measurements: the bre.ad.t-h of the 001 illite 
peak, and t:he breadth of the 00'4· 1·11:1·t:e peak, are necessary 
to de.te,rmi·n·e the amount of e·xpandable layers present:. 
. .·· ~ 
·Th·e: location •of these undercla_y· s.amples on ·s-rodofi' s 
pl-.ot. :is shown on Figure 6. Thi.$: p.:to·t ·.s·h.ows that these clays 
.a?r-e preidominantly .ill.ite.. The: ·r.a.t·io :of :·t·he intens.i.:ty c:rf th~ 
:001 to the 0·03 pe:ak_· for ·t.he g:lyc..blat·ed an(.l .air-dried s·am.ples 
~a~ ·calculat~d, ho~~ver, the 003 peak for illite at 3.43 A 
·i:s m.a .. s.k~d .by t·he .ma.jar quartz peak at 3.343A. Bec.au.s.e·us_ing 
·t:he- .q:ua-:rtz. p.e:ak instead o.f :the illite peak m.a·y· af.f'e:.c:t t:b·e 
r .. a·ti-o ,, th.e brea.dth o·f t:h_e ·0·01 and 004. =p.eaks, we:re· ·a.l:s.o 
me .. asu-r.ed.: :t..c, :confirm the. data. All ca·lcu::lations suppor·ted 
·the ·s:ame• ·c.onc=l·us:i.on:: t:he .. r·e- is no -indic·ati.on of the exi·s-
t.ence of· exp·a:n·.ding 1:ayers ±n the illite, ·an,d the illiti.c 
11t1d·er-cla:y ,fs- ·gr.eater than 85:% ·pure, illit,e l.a:yer·s. 
Another pr.operty of i"lli.te wftich ma.y a:ct -.as a diagenet~ 
Previous .r-e·-. ,• . ;• 
,. ' . .·. . .. . 
s·earche.·r:s, a .. s .st1rrttnar,iz·e::-d. ·i.rt :Sro.d·ofi ·a.rid Eberl (19:8=5), de~ 
·tern1in.ed t:hat th~ w-idth of th·e· il.Ii:te peaks on the diffrac-
~-ogram is related to the crystallirt·i.ty of the illite:_. T:he 
11)et:hod to determine the illite cry:s.-tallinity is b.a·s.'ed :a.n :a. 
c.onip·arison of the wid-th of the 0·0-·l. _illite p·eak a.t· hal·f :i·ts· 
• 
. 
• 
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FIGURE 6: Position of Underclay Sample Measurements 
on Illite/Smectite Plot (after Srodofi, 1980) 
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height (Hh) to the half-height width of the 3.343 A quartz 
peak. The half height width may be measured in millimeters 
or degrees 2Q. The formula is defined as: 
Hh rel= Hh illite x 100 
Hh quartz 
• Table 4 summarizes the measurements for these underclay 
samples. No trend is apparent. This may be caused by the 
" 
effect of the ammonium illite on the peaks in the anthracite 
samples, and the lack of illite in the bitu~inous samples. 
The polytypism of the illite was identified. The 
polytypes that are present in the underclay samples are IM 
and 2M1 . The anthracite and the semi-anthracite samples 
contain the 2M1 illite polytype. The bituminous samples are 
a mixture of both the 2M1 and the lM polytypes. Determining 
the polytype present is difficult because of interference 
from the quartz and kaolinite peaks. The i~_lite polytypes 
were identified by determining which diffraction pattern 
provided the best match to the sample patterns, and by 
• comparisons 
.,..- ,. described in Srodon and Eberl (1985). These 
• comparisons concentrated • on measuring the position and 
intensity of the peaks at 4.48 A, 2.55A, and 1.63A. The 
intensity of these three peaks increases as with increasing 
order from lmd through lm to 2m1 . 
Pyrophyllite was identified in two of the anthracite 
samples. The (001) peak intensity of the pyrophyllite was 
1/2 to 1/4 of the intensity of the (001) illite peaks, but 
- 44 -
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TABLE 4 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION·RESULTS: 
I 
ILLITE CRYSTALLINITY INDEX 
Sample Half-Height(mm) Half-Height(mm) Hh Rel 
No. 001 Illite Peak Quartz Peak Ill/Qtz 
---
--------------- --------------- ---------
AN-1-1 6 3 200 
AN-1-2 6 3 200 
AN-1-3 6.5 3.5 186 
AN-1-4 5.5 3 183 
AN-1-5 5 3 167 
AN-2-1 5.5 3 183 
AN-2-2 5 3 167 
AN-2-3 6 3 200 
SA-1-1 7.5 4 188 
SA-1-2 6.5 3 217 
SA-1-3 7 3 233 
LV-1-2 10 2.5 400 
MV-1-1 - - -
MV-1-2 - - - u 
HV-1-1 - - -
HV-1-2 - - -
HV-1-3 4 2.5 160 
HV-1-4 - - -
HV-1-5 - - -
HV-1-6 - - -
HV-1-7 5 2.5 200 
HV-1-9 5 3 167 
HV-1-10 5 3 167 
HV-1-11 4 3 133 
HV-2A-l 18 3.5 514 
HV-2B-l 8 3 -~ 267 
HV-3B-l - - -
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.2-3 times more:· irtt,ens·e than the· co·o.:1) kaolinite peaks irt 
those samples. T'.he pyrophyll .. it·e .al.so· had the form of a 2ml 
.Pol.ytype. 
Ammonium illite ·wa:$, i.det1tif ied in all. o .. { the samples 
.f·rom: ·the anthraci't-e regi.on.. Ammonium ill.ite is formed by a 
substitution o:f· .an ammonium ion :fo_r a potassium ion in the 
:tlli-.t~ s··tr:uc-tur:e. The amount o·f ~mtnorii4m substitution· may 
Miss is .. s ippian-a_g.-e ·b_l.ack shale_s · in Alaska 
5_:3% ·t.o. :80%· ammonium s_ub·s:titut·ion -,f:o:r _po·t-:·a·s·si..:un1, a.'ssuming: ~7-5% 
:s:it·e oc:cupancy (.:s,:te·rn:e, e•t,_.: a,l:.· 1:9:·a2) ...... 
The- su.b·s tituti_on. o:f· ammon-ium ·f-.o:r pot.a.s.-s·:ium: a"ff·e-c::t:s both 
t_:h:e -posi .. tion,. and ·the relat:1v:e·· .·in·ten.sities of .the illite 
JJe·ak-s .on the ,::x.~ra:y diff:ra .. c:·•tfo·n: p\9.t·tern. The ammon:ium ion, 
which has· .an a:t .. o.mic :radius ... of: 1. 43A, is larger ·than t.he 
p.o.ta,ss:i·um ion which ·ha·s a r:a_dius of 1. 33A. A su.-b.s t·i·tut-·ion 
. . ' . - . ' -
:of· . . .. ., ....... •:.. . .. amnron:ium fo-r potassium therefore enla.r.g:es the basa.l 
d--· .. spa·c·irtg of the illite structure. T.h:e ·r·e:lativ:e intensities· 
o~f the .ammonium: ·-ill,i te p,eaks ·are d:i·f-fe·.r·e:nt: because ammon-ium: 
bas. an. a:!t·o.tni.c s:o.a·tterin·g :n.umoer pf IO, wh·ich .:is app.r·ox~ 
_inta.t.~-1-.y :hal.£ ,·of t-JJ.e val-ue of· ·1g: :for ,p.o,t.as.s.i.u111,, .. an.d: a.ls·-o 
·b-ecause t:b.e: s:hift: of t·l1~ 0:01. p.~a.-k to. a lower :2_Q. ·val.u~ 
e;tihan.ce·:s. the inte-nsity <·s:terne-, et. al. 19·s·2..)· .• , 
Ammon:Lum. il.l.i.t.e is: :identifie9 by a la.tg:e'l; d~spacing and 
:t-heref ore a broader ·0.0.l ( 1 OA) peak and.: a broader or double 
Q'Q.2 ( SA) peak. Fig_ur:e 7 shows a sample of the x-ray 
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FIGURE 7: Effects of Ammonium Illite on X-Ray Diffraction 
Patterns. 
ai - ammonium illite, i - illite, p - pyrophyllite, q - quartz, 
k - kaolinite 
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•f 
·diffraction patterns f·o.·r· n9rn1al .and ammon:i.um :i.lli te. In 
samples .i\N:-1-4 and AN-:1·-·,5· t:he ammonium substitu'tion ha:s 
caused the 0·03 ··fl.lite pea·k t.o: ·be resolved. ·from the 3. 343A 
. - . 
. :quartz peak.. St.erne, .et. al. :(19.82') note.s 't:h·at the ratios 
of the ipt~nsiti;e:s of the 001 ttl :O··Q·:3. :an·d :002 to 005 peaks 
~:r.e.. .lc1.tg.er fo:r ·amn1onium illi:te. .The· rcrt::Lo o.f: the in'ten~ 
. . 
:s·i tie.s ·for ·the 00·1 to. 00:3 peak· ·was· not :p·ossi:ble. t·o· d·e.termine 
because. ·-c>f:. the pre.sen.ce 
. ,. -·. . .... . . 
ra.tio 
.• - •. '1··1 • -
.ammon1..um ·1'.•. 1t:e .•. 
-
b,f' q··ua·rtz._· 
. . . ' 
f .··_ --.·t·_·-h··· __ ·_.···_· : .ur .·,er 
.ho.we·ve·r· 
. . . . . ' the 
of 
By ·phy·sic·ally· mixing known qu~rt.t•it·.i.es• of· ·i.·1.t.·i·te wit·h 
'NH4Ct, Sterne performed a regression, aJ1aJysis that relates 
t:he amo.unt: of annn.onium i.lli_te. ·to .the 2~ p.os·itto·n. o·f: t·h.e .002 
d .. f .. f·. . • . 1. · _ ra~.ct1.on a-n.a. l.y s. is wa.s 
. ·. .. -
from .IR 
.,. 
A copy o·f his 
'.(002) pe··aks is shown in :F·igure 8·. For ·C.Olll;par·~tive: pu:tpo·ses·, 
·rh·e. 29 '1ite.a··surement.s of the semi-ant:hr:aci·te· :and b .. it:um.-inous 
. . . ... 
s·~mp.le_.s .. ,a.re a.lso s:.hown. Using this analysi:.s:,. the .. average. 
:1no:le· ·ratio o·.f a.Illllldrtiunt i .. lli.te to the total ill .. i·t·e .f:or th.e. 
·ant.hra.'c;.ite .. s:.amp] __ ~-s: i.·s.: (i.P:p·:rox:Lma.tely O .. 2. 
,As· s:h0wn in F.ig.µ;r·e :6., samples: .AN·-.·2-1 and. AN:-2:- .. 2 d.i·d. t.tot 
:p·ro:duce: t:he: charactteri..s:t~ic. d9µble·t. p .. a.aks th.at "5vere on the 
·di.f.fra .. c.ti.on patter11..s of otper ammonium illite anthracite 
s .. ample"::s:. Based ori. 'S.t.te:t.P.~'$ p.::l.icft, these two samples con.tain: 
.- 4:8 ·-
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------ ------1.0 AN-1-1 17.49 ', 
' AN-1-2 17.46 
'~ 0.8 .. , ,; AN-1-3 17. 51 
' 
' AN-1-4 17.49 ' ., 
' AN-1-5 17.47 
' 0.6 ' 
' AN-2-1 17.54 
' AN-2-3 AN-2-2 17.46 AN-1-2 & AN-2-0.4 17.43 AN-l-4&AN-I- AN-2-3 
' 
' AN-2-1 SA-1-1 17.82 
' 0.2 ' SA-1-2 17.76 i', 
' SA-1-3 17.74 
' 
' 
' HV-2A-1 17.74 
' 0.0 HV-2B-1 17.80 
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moles NH4+/ moles (NH4+ +illite) 
FIGURE 8: Correlation of Ammonium Content with Position of 
002 Illite Peak. ANH/Aoa is the ratio of the NH4 
and OH infrared absorption bands. (after Sterne, 
et. al. 1982) 
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·ammonium ill.-it.e. :r·h:ese ,are the two anthracite samp:.1es which 
:also cont.ain k:a_o:1·.in:it,e .• 
·s:.ca-nning· .. E::l.e.c~t.ro-n :.M·i:e·r.o:s copy 
Mi·crog:r·~lphs .crf :a typica.l ;cla._y-, f-ro·in the anthracite, 
-s:emi-a:rtt.hr·a .. cite:,· .an-d. ·hig:h,-v:oiatile: b_:itt1m-itiott$. regions are 
·- . 
:s·h.o.wrt ··it1 .Pl-at:e·s ·1 .. 3. ,The:r:e .:i.s 110 ·irtdic.a·t·iat1 .:q·f morpho-lo:s.-
.i:c:a:l: c·-hanges: in the unde .. r.cl.ctys ..• , :.I:-t .. iis···: '·imp.pss:ibl:e ,t.o- ·distin-
·gui:~th :p:etwe:en the samples t.hat. ar-:e p.re:dot11in~ntl·y· :illite, and 
S-· a·m··p·_ -_ ·1 e· .. ·s·-··· . ·. . . . ' .. ' - . 
. ·; -. . ·. ·. 
counts. 
. .. . '. .. . . .. ··' 
_·_· -h. ·.:• ··-·h.· W - 1C-.- ---
. -. . . - . . . ~ ' . ·. 
the 
The anthracit·e 
¢0 .. unt-s 
ba.c·kgr.ound.,. :an.:d tJ1e -·ra .. ti..os o.f· :c.oJ.1.n·-t-:-s .o.f _$_:i./A:1-, Al/K, and 
S.i/K ·a:r:e :a·l:so s·_:hown .• ·: -Any· ana]:.?fs.es .d·one- .o·n ·unu.-sual crysta .. l-s: 
.o.r· art?a.s ar:e no-t.e.d in the. :'·'.co.mment.·s.'1 .. column: ::of· Tab.l·e· 5. 
:Ma.jar· e-:·lemen:t·s: detec=ted ·in the. S'·amp.-1.e:s are. ;s.i:1i.ea.; alumi.num,. 
:and _J1ot:a·S$ium... r:ron :a.n·Gi.'. tit.an·i:um .ari"e: ,,~il:s:c>- p-.res·e.nt ·in almost 
a..1.i ot the $::·a.1.11p,l·:es .. Sq.me: c>:f· j::h:e ·unt.1$tlctl p:arti.c.l:es seemed to 
·b ¢ o-omp o $ ~ d p.:rj_Jna.r··i. l y o:f:: _$ tll.fu.r .. ~ 
If. ra't·i·os: .c>:f. c:ounts of Si/Al., A.I/:K;, :an.d :s·i./K .. :for· :t:he· 
µn·us·ual p~r·ticles a-re omitted, the means c);:f: the·. r:_a·t:i.os o.'f: 
count$., by rank of coal, are as foll .. ow.s :· 
5··o·---)-i .. . • .... 
\ ~ 
PLATE 1: Scanning Electron Micrograph of Anthracite Region 
Underclay: This plate shows the underclay sample 
AN-1-1 at a magnification of 5,000x. The bar at 
the bottom of the picture represents five microns. 
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PLATE 2: Scanning Electron Micrograph of Semi-Anthracite 
Region Underclay: This plate shows the underclay 
sample SA-1-1 at a magnification of 5,000x. The 
bar at the bottom of the picture represents five 
• microns. 
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PLATE 3: Scanning Electron Micrograph of Bituminous Region 
Underclay: This plate shows the underclay sample 
HV-1-1 at a magnification of 5,000x. The bar at 
the bottom of the picture represents five microns. 
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TABLE 5 
·SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM), ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTRUM (EDS) 
PEAK COUNTS LESS BACKGROUND 
RESULTS 
P-Point 
SAMPLE A-Area 
NO. Al Si s K Ti Fe Si/Al Al/K Si/K S-Screen COMMENTS 
- - -
-
) AN-1-2 1,048 1,684 42 418 94 21 1.6 2.5 4.0 s 
AN-1-2 1,979 2,949 32 660 122 41 1.5 3.0 4.5 A Inside Rim 
AN-1-2 1,856 2,731 62 573 89 56 1.5 3.2 4.8 A Outside Rim 
AN-1-2 509 · 667 130 906 53 1.3 0.6 0.7 p Dendritic xls 
AN-1-2 1,215 1,651 60 1,102 110 53 1. 4 1.1 1.5 p Dendritic xls 
AN-1-2 2,462 3,600 754 122 90 1.5 3.3 4.8 p 
AN-1-2 3,578 5,190 942 68 1.4 3.8 5.5 A 
AN-1-4 2,300 6,316 413 51 163 2.7 5.6 15.3 s 
AN-1-4 530 895 21 166 29 16 1.7 3.2 5.4 s 
AN-1-4 2,981 4,738 927 576 113 1.6 3.2 5.1 p Rutile Needle 
AN-1-4 533 968 149 5 17 1. 8 3.6 6.5 s 
AN-2-1 435 676 21 71 19 14 1.6 6 .1 9.5 p 
AN-2-1 395 678 45 58 14 1.7 6.8 11.7 p 
AN-2-1 587 833 169 22 19 1.4 3.5 5.0 s 
AN-2-3 496 1,699 157 24 3.4 3.2 10.9 s 
AN-2-3 593 1,164 163 48 25 2.0 3.6 7.1 s 
AN-2-3 433 855 138 21 14 2.0 3.1 6.2 s 
SA-1-2 577 1,033 164 5 32 1. 8 3.5 6.3 s 
SA-1-2 551 1,001 13 162· 22 26 1. 8 3.4 6.2 s 
SA-1-2 405 648 29 135 49 38 1.6 3.0 4.8 s 
LV-1-1 1,623 1,615 116 357 65 57 1.0 4.5 4.5 p Light Area 
LV-1-1 968 1,584 828 156 68 192 1.6 6.2 10.2 A Striated Coal 
LV-1-1 1,664 2,618 145 245 58 81 1.6 6.8 10.7 p Dark Area 
LV-1-1 1,841 2,710 75 447 80 70 1.5 4.1 6.1 p Light Area 
·, __ - --- LV-1-1 752 1,331 127 188 34 1. 8 4.0 7.1 p High Sulfur 
LV-1-1 1,429 2,742 188 249 96 57 1.9 5.7 11.0 s Dark Area 
MV-1-1 261 489 60 44 11 23 1.9 5.9 11.1 A 
MV-1-1 730 1,685 26 75 24 27 2.3 9.7 22.5 s 
MV-1-1 423 861 110 81 19 56 2.0 5.2 10.6 s 
MV-1-1 241 263 46 29 1.1 8.3 9.1 s 
MV-1-1 381 662 60 60 32 1.7 6.4 11.0 A 
HV-1-3 422 745 145 36 33 1.8 2.9 5.1 A 
HV-1-3 342 551 92 20 21 I 1.6 3.7 6.0 A 
HV-1-3 415 678 93 17 20 1.6 4.5 7.3 s 
HV-1-10 241 989 28 98 17 10 4.1 2.5 10.1 A One Crystal 
HV-1-10 I 261 603 127 24 39 2.3 2.1 4.7 A 
HV-1-10 473 906 75 77 15 1.9 6.3 12.1 s 
HV-1-10 442 868 105 30 15 2.0 4.2 8.3 s ' • 
HV-2A-1 293 413 143 16 24 1. 4 2.0 2.9 s ' 
HV-2A-1 666 935 178 17 29 1. 4 3.7 5.3 s 
HV-2A-1 22 34 18 20 16 1.5 1.2 1.9 s 
HV-3A-1 499 979 44 21 15 2.0 11.3 22.3 s 
HV-3A-1 ... 69 123 23 28 15 1.8 2.5 4.4 A 
HV-3A-1 314 570 39 19 1.8 8 .1 14.6 s 
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Anthracite 
Semi-Anthracite 
Low Vol Bit 
Med. Vol Bit 
High Vol Bit 
·Si/Al 
-----
1. 851' 
1.736 
1.490 
1.809 
1.670 
Al/K 
------
3. 6.68 
3.307 
5.299 
7.110 
3.697 
(_, 
Si/K . • ::1..., · .. 
-------
· 6.872 
5.756 
8.071 --: - . ,,... 
12.862 I 
6.139 
The semi-anthracite, low volatile bituminous, and the medium 
. 
volatile bituminous analyses ... only represent one sample from 
the region. From these analyses definitive chemical. differ-
. . 
ences between the bituminous and anthr~cite · regions could 
not be determined. 
X-ray Fluores·cenc:e: 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) provides a chemical analysis 
of the underclay samples. However, this does not represent 
the total composition of the underclays. The clays also 
·cc>ntain water, carbon, sulfur, and volatiles which were re-
lea:sed or burned during the disk preparation process. 
The results of the analyses are shown in Table 6. The 
·r.esults were normalized to total 100%. The underclays are 
composed of approximately 50% to 70% Si02 , 25% to 36% Al2o3 , 
and 1.5% to· 5.6% K2o. Iron, sodium, calcium, manganese, 
magnesium, and phosphorous are also found in lesser amounts. 
The x-ray fluorescence results correlate well with the 
x-ray diffraction results. Samples that were high.in iron 
in the fluorescence results, were samples which were iden-
tified as containing pyrite by x-ray diffraction. The same 
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TABLE 6: X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSES 
-OXIDE AN-1-2 AN-l-4A AN-1-4B AN-1-5 AN-2-3 SA-1-1 SA-1-2 SA-1-3 LV-1-2 MV-1~1 MV-1-2 
Si02 64.13 69.93 69.39 64.20 69.30 53.52 58.81 53.93 58.52 64.11 65.25 
Ti02 1.22 1.19 1.16 1.15 1.22 1.29 1.10 1.11 1.20 1.18 1.37 
Al2o3 26.92 23.05 24.22 27.24 23.61 36.57 32.33 33.43 31.13 25.60 27.83 
Fe(tot) 1.73 1.62 1.39 1.72 1.35 2.19 2.33 5.18 3.11 5.54 2.53 
MnO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 N.D. 0.00 o.oo 0.01 0.01 
MgO N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.03 N.D. 0.37 0.14 0.21 0.61 0.14 0.01 
CaO 0.62 0.56 0.44 0.50 0.49 0.39 0.43 0.41 0.51 0.81 0.60 
Na20 N.D. 0.15 N.D. 0.02 N.D. .. o. 02 N.D. 0.42 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
K20 5.12 3.43 3.34 5.07 3.96 5.60 4.80 5.25 4.71 2.44 2.19 
. 
' Pz?s 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.22 0.17 0.21 
I 
u, MV-1-3 HV-2A-1 HV-2B-1 HV-1-lA HV-1-lB HV-1-4 HV-1-5 HV-1-6A HV-1-6B HV-3-1 O'\ 
I 
S102 65.11 54.81 58.90 61.27 61.84 63.36 65.25 70.74 70c. l 1 62.36 
Ti02 - 1.23 1.26 1.53 1.74 1.78 1.61 1.70 2.01 1.99 1.62 
A1 2o3 . 27.82 35.62 30.65 31.54 31.11 30.73 27.13 23.22 22.91 30.42 
Fe(tot) 2.28 1.86 4.85 2.59 2.71 1.73 3.13 2.35 1.93 2.83 
MnO o.oo o.oo o.oo N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. ,.. 
MgO 0.05 0.41 N.D. 0.04 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.02 N.D. 
.. 
CaO 0.64 0.42 0.79 0.54 0.55 0.58 0.65 0.61 0.54 0.63 
Na"O N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.27 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.17 N.D. 
£ 
K20 2.66 5.58 3.13 1.79 1.76 1.92 2.06 0.99 2.30 2.09 ,. 
P20S 0.21 0.04 0.15 0.22 0.25 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.05 
u 
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is true with titanium and the mineral rutile. 
Table 7 shows a sunnnary of the results for .silica, 
aluminum, and potassium, and the mole ratios of Si/Al, Al/K, 
and Si/K. The ratio of Al/K decreases with increasing rank. 
This indicates that as as the rank increases, the amount of 
Al2o3 decreases, or the amount of K2o increases. This cor-
relates with the x~ray diffra-ction results showing an in-
crease in illite and a decrease in kaolinite with an • in-
crease in rank. 
From the chemical analysis obtained by XRF, a norma~ive 
mineralogical analysis of each sample can be determined. A 
normative mineralogical analysis involves reconstructing the 
minerals present in the underclays based on the chemical 
analysis. Two assumptions must be. made before the recon-
struction is possible: the minerals present in the original 
mineral assemblage must be estimated, and the chemical 
composition of those minerals must be derived. Because of 
the variability of the composition of clay minerals, and the 
lack of a complete chemical analysis· of the samples, the 
normative mineral analysis is only a representation of the 
actual mineral. assemblage. However, this provides a basis 
of c.o.mparison among samples.· 
Salansky (1984) used normative mineral analysis to com-
pare the composition of high-temperature Australian coal 
ashes. He applied the mineral assemblage of kaolinite, 
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Sample 
ID 
------
AN-1-2 
AN-l-4A 
AN-1-4B 
AN-1-5 
AN-.2-3 
SA-1-1 
SA-1-2 
SA-1-3 
LV-1-2 
MV-1-1 
MV-1-2 
MV-1-3 
HV-1-lA 
HV-1-lB 
HV-1-4 
HV-1-5 
HV-1-6A 
HV-1-6B 
HV-2A-1 
HV-2B-1 
HV-3A-1 
:··· .. -.- -- .. •·. ··:···:·· ·-:· . . . -
TABLE 7 . 
X-RAY FLUORESENCE RESULTS 
MOLE RATIOS 
MOLE RATIOS 
S-I/ AL AL/K 
----- ----
4.1 4.9 
4.8 6.2 
4.9 6.7 
4.0 5 .·O: 
5.5 
·2 ... 5: 6. 0 
:.3 :•·l- 7 .3 
:2 ·7: 
.•.' .. : ·' 5 . 9 
_:3 __ ·2 6.1 
·4 • 3· 9 • 7 
4 • 0 1.1 .. :7 
4 • 0 ·9: .• 7 
3.3 16.3 
3.4 16.3 
3.5 14.8 
4.1 12.2 
5.2 21.6 
5. 2· 9.2 
:2 ..• ;6: 5.9 
·• 
. 
3 .• --3: 9.1 
. . . . 
.... 13.5 
..., .; 
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SI/K 
-----
19.7 
29.7 
32.6 
19.9 
:1:5. o 
22.6 
16 . 1 
19 .. 5 
i4·1 • 3: 
46: •. 6: 
3.8:.4 
53.8 
55.1 
51.7 
49.6 
111.4 
4 7. 8. 
15.4 
.. 
29.5 
r 
46. 8 . 
.. · 
•. . 
0. 
) 
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• 
illite, quartz, calcite, . .• magnesite, hematite, · anhydrite·, 
. 
apatite, and anatase, in that order, to determine t.he, · 
mineralog·y. .. . 
. . 
For this project, the determination of the or··iginal 
mineral assembl·age was aided by the_ .x-ray diffraction 
~·- ' '; 
results. For example,. through the semi-quantitative x-ray· 
analysis, it was possible to ~approximate the relative 
amounts of.kaolinite, illite, and ammonium illite. 
An average chemical composition was used for the cla.Y 
minerals. For illite this is: 
KA12 (Si3A1010 )(0H) 2 ; 
and for kaolinite it is: 
Al2Si205 (0H) 4 . 
The theoretical composition of all the other minerals was 
used. 
The normative mineralogical analysis of the underclays 
is determined by converting the weight percent~ of oxides 
into the ionic equivalents using·· the atomic weights of the 
oxides. The elements are then allocated to each mineral. 
The allocation for the clay minerals was done first, then 
the elements for the appropriate accessory minerals were 
assigned. • 
The normative mineralogical analysis .·of the anthracite 
region underclays confirms that there is a substitution for 
potassium in the illite structure. The averag~ formula for 
illite listed prev~ously, shows that the ratio of Al 2o3 to 
I' 
... 
. "· ... ~ 
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· ~2o should be 3: 1. : As·· shown ori T.ible 7, · the anthracite 
. 
samples have a ratio of Al2o3 :K2o between 5:1 to 7:1. Even 
with the assumption that all of sodium and calcium is used 
t 
in feldspars, thereby also requiring aluminum, there is 
still excess aluminum in the anthracite samples. X-ray dif-
fraction showed that two. of the anthracite samples, AN-1-4 
and AN-1-5, contained pyrophyllite; however, the low inten-
sity of the pyrophyllite peaks indicates that there is not 
enough to account ·for the excess aluminum. The x-ray 
. 
diffraction results showed that the anthracite samples 
analyzed did not contain kaolinite, boehmite, gibbsite, or 
other aluminum-rich minerals, therefore the aluminum must be. 
used in the illite structure, with a substitution of ammoni-
um. for potassium. A substitution of between 60% and 70% 
• ammonium for potassium would 
to approximately 
lower 
3: 1, 
the ratio of 
which is what • l.S 
expected for illite. This amount of substitution would form 
approximately an equal amount of ammonium illite and regular 
illite, which is also in agreement with the x-ray diffrac-
tion data that showed the intensity of the illite and the 
ammonium illite peaks were approximately equal. 
For the semi-anthracite samples, the intensity of the 
c:lay peaks in the x-ray diffraction pattern imply an approx-
imately equal. amount of illite and kaolinite. Using the 
formulas shown previously, to form an equal amount of 
kaolinite and illite, the ratio .of Si02 :Al2o3 is 2: 1; the 
~ 60 -
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ratio of A12o3 :K2o is 4:1;. and the ratio of s·io2:K2o is 8:1.'. 
From the x-ray fluorescence results, using .all the detected 
X2o for illite, then the remaining Al2o3 in kaolinite. 
creates equal amounts of kaolinite and illite. 
The x-ray diffraction results for . the bituminous 
samples, with the exception of sample HV-2A-1, indicated 
very little illite content. The ratio of Al2o3 :K2o as 
determined from the x-ray fluorescence data confirms that 
there is less K2o in the bituminous samples. Note that in 
sample HV-2A-1 the ratio of Al 2o3 :K2o is lower, indicating 
more illite. 
Reconstruction of the mineralogy from the x-ray fluor-
escence data indicates that there is more excess Si02 in the 
•: anthracite region than in the semi-anthracite or bituminous 
regions. This is in agreement with the results of the DTA 
and x-ray diffract.ion analyses. 
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DISCUSSION 
Changes in the mineralogy of the underclays between 
the anthracite and bituminous regions may be related to 
regional geologic factors including: different source areas 
of sediments, different environments of deposition, and 
different. post-depositional histories. Because of the 
association of the underclays with the coal, a diagenetic 
model of the clay mineralogy is constrained by the limits of 
coal formation and stability. To understand the regional 
changes in clay mineralogy, both the regional geologic 
history, and the diagenesis of clay minerals must be con-
sidered. 
Regional Geologic History 
In general, the characteristics of the underclays 
indicate deposition in low-gradient swamps with acidic and 
reducing environments (Hosterman, et.al. 1970). Carbonifer-
ous sediments in eastern Pennsylvania were transported 
northwest from orogenic highlands in the southeast. Because 
of the proximity of the anthracite region to the orogenic 
highlands, the sedimentation rates were higher than in the 
semi-anthracite or bituminous regions. 
The semi-anthracite region received sediment from the 
orogenic highlands to the southeast, as well as some 
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sediment input from the Taconic highlands which lie to the 
·northeast. The· distance from the source area was greater 
than for the anthracite region, the· sedimentation rate was 
lower, and the depositional environment more acidic. 
The bituminous region sediments were deposited from the 
,, 
western extents ·of the eastern deltas, as well as from 
deltaic deposits forming off the North American craton in 
' 
western New York state. Marine transgressions from the west 
also contributed to the sedimentation. 
Williams and Bragonier (1974) examined the sedimentary 
controls in central and western Pennsylvania during the 
Pennsylvanian Period. They report that the sedimentary 
environment was controlled by the paleotopography, which, in 
turn, is related to four factors: 
a) the regional tectonism: 
of the entire coal basin; 
differential stibsidence 
b) the subregional tectonism: differential uplift of 
basin margins, and basement highs; 
c) major structural lineaments; and 
d}· :local paleotopography produced by differential 
erosion and sedimentation patterns .. A -paleotopo-
graphic low would produce rapid plant growth and 
peat accumulation, and thereby cre~te a reducing 
environment. · Co~versely, a paleotopographic high 
would result in extensive chemical weathering. 
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Although the Alleghenian · orogeny ·in the Late Pennsyl-
vanian Period affected both ·eastern· and western Pennsyl-
vania, the tectonic forces were much more intense in the 
anthracite region.. The anthracite coal was formed near the 
. . 
orogen1c center of the Valley and Ridge • province, and 
therefore, was subject to higher temperatures and·pressures 
than the bituminous region (Hosterman, et. al. 1970). The 
high temperatures of the anthracite region caused fluid 
migration and geochemical changes. Because of the proximity 
of the semi-anthracite region to the anthracite region, the 
semi-anthracite coal was affected by temperature increase of 
the anthracite region. The semi-anthracite region was not 
affected by the structural forces, and its basins remained 
flat-lying and unfolded. The bituminous coal was farmed 
outside of the thermal halo of the anthracite region. 
The • maximum depth of burial of the anthracite region 
.occurred at the end of the Pennsylvanian Period slightly 
·earlier ··than the maximum depth of burial of the bituminous 
region during the early Permian. The uplift associated with 
the Alleghenian orogeny started in the eastern part of the 
state, while subsidence of the foreland basins continued. 
When tectonism stopped, erosion of· sediments in both the 
eastern and western parts of Pennsylvania occurred. The 
. . 
erosion of sediments, which occurred from the end of the 
Alleghenian_Orogeny to the present time, took approximately 
225 million years. 
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Coa·l Formation. 
The coalification process is complex, and is dependent 
on many conditions including depth of burial, temperature, 
\. 
pressure, and time. Many theories have been developed about 
the importance of each of those conditions on the resulting 
coal rank. Hilt was the first to relate the percent of 
fixed carbon in the coal to the depth of burial. In 1873 he 
developed a relationship later known. as Hilt's Law. For 
every 100 feet of depth, a coal seam commonly shows a 
decrease in volatile matter of 0.3% to 0.8%. Hilt's law is 
a simplification of the coalification pr .. ocess. Coal rank is 
a function of the depth of burial, the geothermal gradient, 
and the duration of heating. 
Teichmuller and Teichmuller (1968) provide a plot, 
calculated by Karweil, that relates depth of burial and 
temperature to the duration of heating. The duration. of 
heating is defined as the amount of time that the coal is 
within 15°C of the maximum temperature. Using that rela-
tionship, they determined that temperatures of 150°C to 
200°C are required for the formation of high-rank bituminous 
and anthracite coals if the duration of heating is 20 to 100~ 
million years. If the duration of heating is much shorter, 
for example 5 million years, a temperature of J40°C would be 
required to form anthracite.· 
·I 
f. 
( 
·/ 
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Hower and Davis (1981) studied the vitrin.ite reflec-· 
,_.Atance of western Pennsylvanian coals to determine the level. 
of metamorphism. They concluded that the maximum burial 
. 
depth of the Appalachian Plateau coals was 3.5 to 4 km., and 
the .geothermal gradient ranged from 40°C/km at the Allegheny. 
Front, to 33 °C/km. in Westmoreland County, west of the Al·le-
gheny Front. They also concluded that the duration of 
heating was 35 million years. 
Paxton (1983), in a study of the rock porosities of the 
bituminous and anthracite • region, determined· that the 
difference in burial depth between the bituminous and the 
northern anthracite field was 3 to 4 km. He concluded that 
the depth of burial in the northern anthracite field was 7 
to 9 km, and the semi-anthracite fields were buried 6-7 km. 
Wood, et. al. (1969) attributed the higher rank in 
eastern Pennsylvania to the higher sedimentation rate, and 
therefore a greater depth of burial. Damberger (1974) 
concluded that the rank in the anthracite field cannot be 
explained solely by different depth of burial. He noted 
\ 
t·hat in the Minersville synclinorium, the younger coals-: .. have 
. 
a higher rank than the older coals, and concluded that 
large-scale geothermal heating contributed to the anthracite 
rank. 
,. 
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Correlation with Results 
This study showed that several of ·the mineralogical 
I 
changes may be attributed to differences in levels of 
regional metamorphism between the anthracite and the bitumi-
nous coal fields. Specifically, the presence of pyrophyl-
' lite and ammonium illite in the anthracite region, and the 
'> 
.change in illite polytypism from IM in the western part of 
the state to 2M1 in the east are indicators of regional 
trends. 
Pyrophyllite was found in two of the anthracite under-
c-lays. Pyrophyllite forms at higher temperatures and pres-
sures than kaolinite. Teichmuller and Teichmuller (1966) 
note that/Spackman and Moses stated that the occurrence of 
pyrophyllite in the southern anthra~ite field is caused by 
intense compressional forces du~ing folding, rather than 
raised temperatures . Teichmuller( and Teichmuller (1966), 
-
based on studies of the Bramsche Massif coal deposit in 
Germany, as well as laboratory studies of pyrophyllite 
formation, concluded that pyrophyllite is a high temperature 
indicator, forming at 300 °C - 400 °C. They concluded that 
pyrophyllite is not an indicator of tectonic forces. 
Pyrophyllite may be formed from alteration of feldspars 
and. mus.covites, but it is also formed from kaolinite ··and· 
, 
quartz at high temperatures. The chemical composition of 
- 67 -
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pyrophyllite is: 
j 
The chemistry of its formation 
following equation: 
can be represented by . the 
"' 
Al2Si205(0H) 4 + 2Si02 -+ 
kaolinite quartz 
H20 + Al2Si4o10 (0H) 2 
pyrophyllite 
Hemley, et. al. (1980) studied the stability of miner-
als in the Si02-A12o3-H20 system and reported that pyro~hyl-
lite is stable at 200°C at lKb H2o pressure, if the -log mo-
lality Si02 is less than 2.10. If the pressure is 2Kb H2o 
·pressure, the minimum temperature for pyrophyllite is 250 °C 
at -log molality Si02 equal to 1.90. From the x-ray dif-
fraction patterns and the x-ray fluorescence analysis, it is 
apparent that a lack of quartz did not limit this reaction. 
Therefore, the • • m1.n1.mum temperature for the anthracite 
underclay, based on the presence of pyrophyllite, is approx-
imately 200°c. 
Ammonium illite in the anthracite underclays was 
identified by/ x-ray diffraction. Ammonium illite in bio-
:t.ites and granitic rocks has been reported by numerous 
.previous researchers (Honma and Ithara, 1981, Stevenson, 
.1959, Karyakin, et. al., 1973). 
Sterne, et. al. (1982) first reported finding ammonium 
in solid solution with potassium in illite minerals from 
Mississippian black shales in the DeLong Mountains of 
Alaska. The shales were associated with a stratiform base 
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metal deposit. Sterne states that the source of the nitro- ~ 
gen for the annnonium illite is most 1-ikely biogenic, but. it 
is controlled by the chemical and thermal environment of the 
·. hydrothermal system. 
1 Paxton (1983) reports finding antmonium illite • in 
sandstones and mudstones of the Pennsyivania anthracite and 
semi-anthracite region. He provides a detailed description 
of its characteristics. His findings~ can be summarized as 
follows: 
, 
• the am1oonium illite is stratigraphically controlled, -. 
and limited to shales and mudrocks that are high in 
• organics; 
• ammonium illite: i.s absent from quartzose. sandstones 
and light gray :massive underclays; 
• aum1onium illite and pyrophyllite are mutually 
exclusive; 
• the coal i.s :th:e·· source of the nitrogen for the 
• ammonium; 
• ammonium illite was fo_r.1n.~d: ,I:ate in the burial. 
history. 
Both Sterne and Paxton feel that ammonium illite may be a 
geothermal indicator, but there is ittsufficient data to 
provide a temperature scale. 
Alth(?ugh Paxton states that ammonium illite is not 
found in underclays, anthracite underclays from locations 
AN-1 and AN-2 contain amn1onium illite. Paxton described his ' 
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underclay samples as light-gray and massive. Samples: from · 
locations AN-1 and AN-2 are black and rich in coal material. 
Therefore, the presence of carbonaceous matter • in the 
I 
underclays may be the controlling factor rather than adj a-
cency of the underclay to the coal. 
The exclusivity of ammonium illite and pyrophyllite was 
not found _in these underclay samples. Samples AN-1-4 and 
AN-1-5 contain both animonium illite and pyrophyllit·e. 
The theory that coal is the source of nitrogen for the 
,ammonium illite is consistent with the present findings. 
·Figure 9 s.h.ows a plot of nitrogen and percent fixed carbon 
for different ranks of co·a.l. As this plot shows, the 
maximum nitrogen c-ontent of coal occurs at 86% fixed carbon, 
which • l.S the semi-anthracite rank. At ranks above 
semi-anthracite, the nitrogen content of coal decreases, 
implying that the coal is releasing nitrogen, along with the 
other volatiles. It is a conclusion of this study that this 
released nitrogen is sorbed in clays which later recrystal-
1.ize to form ammonium illite. 
u·sing this model for the formation of ammonium illite, 
it is apparent that the ammonium illite forms late, rather 
than early, in the burial process. The occurrence of 
ammonium illite is related to the organic maturity, as well 
as the geochemistry and temperature of the system . 
.. , 
,. 
The change i~ polytypism of the illite from the bitumi-
nous to the anthracite region may provide a metamorphic : · 
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indicator. §rodofi and Eberl (1985), in-·a review of previous 
research, report that experimental work shows a sequence of 
illite polytypes from lMd to IM·to 2M1 with increasing time 
\_ 
and temperature. In a study of illite in the Southern 
Appalachians, the increase in the 2M1 polytype was correlat-
ed with a temperature range of 280°C to 360°C; 280°C repre-
sented 0% 2M1 and 360°C represented 100% 2M1 . 
~ , Srodon and 
Eberl report that above 360 °C, all size fractions contain 
only the 2M1 polytype. They note that the changes in illite 
_polytypism during burial diagenesis is unknown. 
Reynolds ( 1963) concludes that the lMd polytype o:f 
illite indicates an authigenic origin, while the 2M1 poly-
type is the result of increasing metamorphism. Dunoyer de 
Segonzac (1970) notes that the polytype may also be a 
function of ·size and chemical composition, with the smaller 
particles being disordered. Dunoyer de Segonzac also states 
that illites rich • in iron and magnesium recrystallize 
preferentially as IM polytypes but will also form the 2M1 
structure with advanced diagenesis. 
The bituminous underclay samples contained both the IM 
-and the 2M1 illite. The illite in the anthracite samples · 
-- -was 2M1 . Using the temperature scale proposed by Srodon and 
Eberl (1985), the polytypism in the illite indicates a mini-
... 
mum temperature of 280°C in the bituminous region, and 360°C 
in ~he anthracite : region. . ·· These are higher temperatures 
than indicated by the other clay minerals. The 2M1 illite 
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of the bituminous region may be detrital and · consequently 
not indicate temperature of diagenesi~ and met:amorphism. 
Several other indicators of regional metamorphism were 
unchanged between .the bituminous·~nd the anth~acite regions. 
These indicat6rs include: interlayering in the illite, the 
illite crystall.inity, and clay morphology as shown by the 
scanning electron microscope. 
. 
The lack of smectite and expanding layers in the 
illites associated witht Pennsylvania underclays has been 
noted by previous researchers. The absence of smectite 
interlayers could be caused by a lack of smectite in the 
original clay minerals, or Jrom post-depositional altera-
tions which caused the smectite layers to disappear. 
Because the expanding layers are absent, it is impossible to 
determine which of these occurred. 
Rinmier and Eberl (1982) and Gluskoter (1967) studied 
the Pennsylvanian-age underclays in the Illinois basin and 
found expanding layer clays. Staub and Cohen (1978), in a 
study of the clay minerals underlying the peat deposit at 
Snuggedy Swamp, South Carolina, found two · mine·ral suites: 
marine sediments, which are primarily ill te and smectite, 
and detrital sediments, which are primarily kaolinite, but 
contain smectite, and illite. In both the clay mineral .. 
suites of this peat deposit, which is a modern equivalent to 
a coal forming basin, smectite minerals are present~ ·By 
examining both Pennsylvanian-age clays in other regions, and 
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modern sediments, it •• 1S reasonable 
~ 
to assume that 
mixed-layer clays were also present in Penns,ylvania, and· 
disappeared subsequently through metamorphic processes .. 
~rodofi and Eberl ( 1985) concluded that diag.enetic iliite/ 
smectite. forms a continuous series from pure smectite, to 
random through ·ordered interstratified illite/ smectite, to 
pure illite.. Dunoyer de Segonzac (1970) reports that a 
minimum temperature of approximately 50 °C is :required for 
""' .. the conversion of smectite to illite. Srodofi and Eberl 
(1985) found a range in temperature for the start and the 
end of the reaction causing a decrease in smectite interlay-
ers and concluded that the amount of expandable layers in 
il·lite minerals is dependent on the rock and pore water com-
positiop, as well as the temperature. Therefore, the 
. 
percent expandability of illite cannot be used as a geother-
mometer. 
~ Based on Srodofi and Eberl' s data, the lack of 
expandability would indicate a minimum depth of burial for 
the bituminous region of 2,000 meters, and a minimum temper-
ature of 100°C to 140°C. 
~-
The illite crystallinity itfdex, as measured on the 
x-ray diffraction patterns, lacked any trend corresponding 
to changes in rank of coal. -- --Srodon and Eberl (1985) state 
that if the illite has not reached a temperature of 360°C, 
the illite crystallinity index is not a meaningful measure-
ment . 
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No morphological differences were found from the 
scanning eleqtron microscope analysis. There was no detect-
able inc;ease in crystallinity between.the samples from the 
bituminou·s region and the samples from the anthracite 
• region. 
The differences in the DTA patterns between the anthra-
cite and bituminous regions may be attributed to either 
regional metamorphism or local characteristics of the 
underclays. The DTA patterns for underclays from the 
anthracite region lacked the large distinctive endotherms of 
the underclays from the bituminous region. The presence of 
other minerals and carbonaceous matter in the anthracite 
samples may have diluted the clay minerals and therefore 
decreased the size of the peaks. Also, the illite minerals 
in the anthracite samples are really a mixture of illite and 
armnonium illite, and the mixture may have a different 
thermal behavior. -~-
The change in the clay minerals from illite dominance 
in the eastern part of the state to kaolinite dominance in 
the western part of the state is shown in the x-ray diffrac-
,J 
tion patterns. Illite and kaolinite are different chemi-
cally and structurally. Illite has a 2:1 ratio of tetrahe-
dral to octahedral layers, kaolinite i~_a 1:1 layered clay. 
Illite requires potassium, kaolinite does not. Illite will 
form preferentially in an alkaline environment, while 
i 
kaolinite will form preferentially in ~n acidic environment. 
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Kaolinite is not as stable as illite at higher tempera-
tures. Nacrite and dickite are the high temperature po~y-
morphs of kaolinite, but were not found in any of the 
underclay samples. Hower, et. al. (1976) studied shale from 
a Gulf Coast well and found that the kaolinite content 
). decreases abruptly below 3,400 meters. The temperature, 
logged at the time of sample collection, for that depth was 
86°C. Dunoyer de Segonzac (1970) studied clays • in many 
.. 
boreholes and found that the temperature and depth of burial 
for the total destruction of kaolinite was dependent on the 
geochemistry, but ranged from 80°C t-o 190°C, and 1 km. to 
3 km. He reports that kaolinite is sensitive to the geo-
chemical environment, but, even in favorable chemical envir-
onments, kaolinite existence a-b.ove 200 °C is unusual. With 
increasing depth of. burial, the: kaolinite is destroyed by 
basic interstitial wpter which preferentially causes illite 
to replace the kaolinite. At higher t-emperatures and acid 
cond.itions, pyrophyllite is formed instead of kaolinite. 
The semi-anthracite region contains both kaolinite and 
illite minerals. The semi-anthracite region was affect~d by 
the proximity of the orogenic events that increased the 
temperatures of the anthracite·region, but was not affected 
by the structural forces. The semi-anthracite basins 
remained flat-lying and unfolded. The maximum temperature 
of the semi-anthracite fields is 195°C (Paxton, 1983), which 
is close to the stability 1-imit of kaolinite. 
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Although · il-lite is the predominant clay · mineral in 
these anthracite underclay, samples, two of the anthracite 
samples contained approximately equal amounts of illite and 
kaolinite. Those two samples were on the western edge· of 
the southern anthracite field, very close to semi-anthracite 
rank coal, and may represent a lower temperature of metamor-
phism~ Other researchers have found that kaolinite commonly 
occurs in the anthracite region underclays. Hosterman, et. 
al. (1970) reports that kaolinite is common in quantities of 
less than 10%, and it is more abundant in the northern and 
middle anthracite fields than in the southern field. This 
would imply that the maximum temperature reac·hed in the 
anthracite region is n~ar the stability limit of kaolinite. 
In_ summary, the presence of kaolinite or illite in the 
underclay is insufficient to determine the level of regional 
metamorphism. The local sedimentation patterns, and the 
geochemistry of the environment, in addition to the thermal 
history, contribute determining whether illite or kaolinite 
will form. 
The st·ability of clay minerals is sumn1arized on Fig-
.ure 10. The combination of minerals in the bituminous 
underclays: kaolinite, IM illite, absence of smectite 
indicate a temperature in the range of 100°C - 200°C. The 
combination of minerals in the anthracite underclays: 
pyrophyllite, 2M1 illite, and ammonium illite indicate a 
temperature in the range of 250°C - 350°C. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
•. . . ·'-' 
. 
• The mineralogy of the underclays in Pennsylvania 
changes from western to eastern Pennsylvania. The 
changes are a result of some combination of regional 
metamorphism, and environment of deposition. The 
indicators of regional metamorphism include the 
occurrence of ammonium illite and pyrophyllite in the 
anthracite underclays, and the change from IM and 2M1 
illite polytype to entirely a 2M1 polytype of illite in 
the anthracite region. . The regional metamorphic 
affects that caused the mineralogical changes are due 
to increased metamorphism in the anthracite region by 
the same forces that caused the increase in coal rank. 
The temperature and pressure n~~essary to cause the 
clay mineral changes correlate with the conditions 
necessary for the coalification levels in Pennsylvania. 
The metamorphism of the underclays is consistent with 
the rank of the coal. 
• The changes that can be attributed to both the differ-
_ences in regional metamorphism and the local environ-
ment of deposition are the decrease in the kaolinite 
content and an increase in the illite content from west 
to east. 
• The lack of· expanding layers in the illite minerals is 
most probably due to a l·evel of diagenetic maturity in 
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bot·h the bituminous and anthracite undercla_ys .· The 
illite crystallinity and the scanning ele.ctron micro-
scope analysis failed to show any detectable regional 
trends. The XRF analysis showed that the chemistry of 
the underclays across the region· is similar. 
• Presence of ammonium illite may indica.te a particular 
thermal regime. The coal provides the source of the· 
nitrogen for the ammonium illite in the anthracite 
region. Annnonium illite formed as coal was reaching 
the anthracite rank and releasing nitrogen. 
• The metamorphic changes in the underclays are more 
. 
subtle than the metamorphic changes of the coal. 
Although the chemistry and structure of the coal change 
drastically from the bituminous to the anthracite rank, 
the changes in the underclays are less distinct, but 
they are detectable and serve as an indicator of 
metamorphism. This may be especially important for 
those regions lacking carbonaceous matter. 
'• 
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